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Abstract
Prediction of water movement in the vadose zone requires knowledge of either the
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, K(θ), or the hydraulic diffusivity, D(θ), of the soil as a
function of the moisture content. However, both K(θ) and D(θ) are difficult to obtain for
moderately dry soils because the tests are time consuming and expensive. In order to
address this issue, Globus and Gee (1995) developed a “heat pipe” method that
allowed for the direct estimation of D(θ) and K(θ) for moderately dry soils on relatively
short time scales. They proposed that exposing a sealed horizontal soil column to a
steady thermal gradient would induce a redistribution of soil moisture that would
eventually reach steady-state. Subsequent measurements of moisture content along the
column could then be combined with independently obtained moisture retention data to
estimate D(θ) and K(θ). The purpose of this research is to evaluate whether Globus and
Gee’s “heat pipe” is a viable method for estimating the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity. Specifically, the goal was to determine if an improved experimental design
will lead to steady-state conditions.

Eleven experiments were performed inside a 10-cm long horizontal soil column (2.63
cm diameter). The first four experiments were conducted at a gravimetric initial moisture
content of 0.12, and showed little evidence of thermally driven moisture redistribution.
The lack of redistribution can be attributed to zones of high moisture content that likely
created barriers to vapor flow due to a lack of well-connected open pores. The last
seven experiments were conducted at an initial moisture content of 0.05. In contrast to
iii

the first four experiments, moisture redistribution was observed in each of the seven
trials, suggesting vapor flow will occur if there are sufficient continuous, open, wellconnected vapor transport pathways. All experiments had evidence of moisture
traveling between the test column and the external environment, which inherently
suggests that the system is unlikely to reach steady-state conditions using the proposed
experimental design.
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Introduction
Protecting groundwater resources in arid regions requires that we be able to model the
effects of anthropogenic influences and climate change. Such models must accurately
describe the mechanisms that control groundwater recharge, including: infiltration,
redistribution, and evapotranspiration. In order to produce accurate models, we must be
able to estimate the physical properties that govern water movement in arid soils.
Hydrologic investigations in arid soils are challenging because the hydraulic properties
of unsaturated soils are difficult to estimate. This is primarily because: 1) the hydraulic
properties are highly dependent on how “dry” the soils are; 2) the time required for an
individual sample to reach equilibrium may be weeks to months; 3) the amounts of
water involved are very small, making the measurements prone to error; and 4) the
movement of water in the vapor phase may be of similar magnitude to that in the liquid
phase. This thesis focuses on measuring one critical parameter in determining the
movement of liquid water in dry soils, which is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity,
K(θ).

Liquid water moves through porous media (e.g., soil, rock) in response to gradients in
potential energy (e.g., Miyazaki, 1993). At any location within an unsaturated system,
the total soil-water potential (ψT) can be expressed as:
𝜓 # = 𝜓% + 𝜓' + 𝜓( + 𝜓) + 𝜓*
where ψm, ψg, ψo, ψc, ψt represent the matric, gravitational, osmotic, chemical and
thermal potentials, respectively (Or et al., 2005). If we assume that the soil-water
1

[1]

chemistry is at equilibrium and that there is a lack of biologic activity, then gradients in

yc and yo become negligible, and [1] can be simplified to:
𝜓 # = 𝜓% + 𝜓' + 𝜓*

[2]

Matric potential primarily results from capillary suction at the solid-liquid-air interface
(e.g., Campbell, 1988). Gravitational potential is determined by water density and
elevation with respect to an arbitrary datum (e.g., Campbell, 1988; Or et al., 2005).
Thermal potential is a function of absolute temperature and heat capacity (e.g., Or et al.,
2005).

The isothermal movement of liquid water through unsaturated porous media is
commonly assumed to follow Richards’ equation (e.g., Tindall, 1999). For onedimensional vertical flow, Richards’ equation may be expressed as:
-.
-*

=

-/

𝐾 𝜃

-23
-/

+

-4(.)
-/

[3]

where ∂θ/∂t is the change in moisture content over time, K(θ) is the moisture content
dependent unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, ∂ψm/∂z is the matric potential gradient,
and ∂K(θ)/∂z describes the gravitational component of flow. Of these variables, K(θ) is
by far the most difficult to measure, particularly at low values of moisture content (θ),
where most of the pores are drained and liquid flow occurs along thin water films on the
particle surfaces (Sakai et al., 2009). Laboratory techniques for the measurement of
K(θ) are complex, prone to error, and time consuming (e.g., Perkins, 2011). A
fundamental issue is that K(θ) is a highly nonlinear function of θ, thus requiring that it be
2

measured over the full range of potential θ values. A further complication is that θ
exhibits a nonlinear and hysteretic relationship with ψm that depends on the wettingdrying history of the soil (e.g., Tindall, 1999).

In practice, the hysteretic relationship between θ and ym is acknowledged to exist, but is
commonly ignored. Data on hysteresis is extremely expensive and difficult to collect in
the laboratory, and the results are challenging to apply in field situations. By assuming
that θ is a single-valued (non-hysteretic) function of ym, [3] can be rewritten as:
-.
-*

=

-/

𝐷 𝜃
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-/

+

-4(.)
-/

[4]

where ∂θ/∂z represents the gradient in moisture content, and D(θ) is the moisture
dependent hydraulic diffusivity, which is given by:
𝐷 𝜃 = 𝐾(𝜃)

-.

>?

-23

where ∂θ/∂ψm represents the slope of the pressure-saturation curve. In dry soils, θ is
much easier to measure than ψm, which makes D(θ) a more practical measurement
than K(θ) (Hillel, 1998).

In order to address the difficulties of estimating K(θ) or D(θ), Globus and Gee (1995)
proposed a “heat pipe” method for use on moderately dry soils (ψm = -0.03 MPa to -3
MPa). They observed that application of a fixed temperature gradient to a sealed
horizontal soil column led to a redistribution of heat and moisture. Thermally driven
3

[5]

vapor flow moves moisture in the direction of decreasing temperature. Consequent
drying at the warm end of the column induces a gradient in ψm that draws liquid water
away from the cooler end. Based on experimental evidence, Globus and Gee (1995)
hypothesized that such a system would eventually reach an equilibrium condition where
the opposing thermal- and capillary-driven flows are balanced at all points along the
column. The hydraulic properties of the soil could then be determined from
measurements of gradients in θ or ψm along the column. Data from a single, decadesold experiment was offered as validation of their “heat pipe” approach (Globus and Gee,
1995).

Globus and Gee (1995) used the data from Gee’s (1966) dissertation to develop and
verify their approach. In his experiments, Gee packed Palouse silt loam aggregates into
an insulated 10-cm long horizontal column, then exposed it to a 15ºC thermal gradient
for 12 days. Experiments were terminated when moisture contents along the column
appeared to stabilize. However, there is reason to suspect that his data may be of a
lesser standard than would be collected today. Specifically, temperature within the
column likely shifted at regular intervals when the experiment was removed from a
temperature controlled environment to measure moisture content. Additionally, Gee
(1966) reported moisture losses from all experiments, which is problematic because it
would violate the critical assumption of steady-state flow conditions in Globus and Gee
(1995). At this time, no direct tests have been performed to evaluate the proposed “heat
pipe” method for estimating K(θ) and D(θ).

4

The method developed by Globus and Gee (1995) is unique in that it offers a means to
estimate D(θ) and K(θ), over a range of θ (and ψm) that is difficult to cover using other
established methods (e.g., Nimmo, 1990; Sakai et al., 2009). The purpose of this
research is to evaluate the “heat pipe” approach proposed by Globus and Gee (1995),
and determine if it is a viable method to estimate the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity.
Specifically, we wanted to determine if steady-state conditions were achievable using
an improved experimental design. It is hypothesized that steady-state conditions cannot
be practically attained due to difficulties constraining moisture flow. As part of this study,
the porous media, temperature gradient and moisture content were varied between
trials to consider the influence of these parameters on the temporal evolution of the
system.

5

Theory
The Globus and Gee (1995) horizontal “heat pipe” method is founded on three primary
assumptions. First, in the absence of external sinks and/or sources, the total moisture
flux (qm) at any point within a sealed soil column is given by:
𝑞% = 𝑞B + 𝑞C

[6]

where ql and qv represent the liquid and vapor fluxes, respectively. Second, heat and
moisture fluxes in the horizontal column are restricted to 1D, and driven solely by
gradients in thermal and matric potentials. Third, the volumetric moisture content of the
test soil is a single-valued (non-hysteretic) function of matric potential.

Beginning with the above assumptions, Globus and Gee (1995) followed an approach
outlined by Philip and de Vries (1957) to develop relations for moisture flux (ql, qv) in
terms of gradients in moisture content (θ) and temperature (T). Richards’ equation [4]
can be rewritten for steady-state (

𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝑡

= 0) horizontal unsaturated flow as:

𝑞𝑙 = −𝐷 𝜃

𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝑥

[7]

where x is the horizontal distance along the soil column. Philip and de Vries (1957)
suggested that D(θ) could be separated into two independent terms. They defined the
isothermal liquid diffusivity (𝐷.B ) to describe flow driven by gradients in moisture content
alone (i.e., no thermal effects on flow). Likewise, the thermal liquid diffusivity (𝐷#B ) was
defined to describe flow in response to thermal effects on surface chemistry (i.e.,
contact angle, surface tension) at constant θ. Splitting the right-hand-side of [7] into
these components leads to:
6

𝜕𝜃

𝑞𝑙 = −𝐷𝜃𝑙

𝜕𝑥

− 𝐷𝑇𝑙

𝜕𝑇

[8]

𝜕𝑥

Next, Philip and de Vries (1957) assumed that vapor flux would be driven solely by
gradients in the density of water vapor (𝜌𝑣 ). For steady-state 1D horizontal flow, this
assumption allows Fick’s Law to be written as:
𝑞C = −𝐷OPQ 𝛼𝛽

-TU

[9]

-V

where Dair is the diffusivity of water vapor in air, α represents tortuosity of the porous
media, and β represents the volumetric fraction of air in the media, which is a function of
both porosity and saturation. Next, they assumed that 𝜌𝑣 was a function of absolute
humidity. At constant T, humidity is linked to θ through the matric potential; likewise, at
constant θ, humidity is controlled by temperature. These assumptions allow the righthand side of [9] to be separated into an isothermal term driven by a moisture content
gradient (∂θ/∂x), and a thermal term driven by a temperature gradient (∂T/∂x):
𝑞C = −𝐷.C

-.
-V

− 𝐷#C

-#
-V

[10]

where 𝐷𝜃𝑣 is the isothermal vapor diffusivity and 𝐷𝑇𝑣 is the thermal vapor diffusivity; DTv
and Dθv are taken to be porous media terms that include α and β. Equations [8] and [10]
can then be combined to yield:
𝑞% = −𝐷.

-.
-V

where Dθ = Dθl + Dθv, and DT = DTl + DTv.

7

− 𝐷#

-#
-V

[11]

Based on observations from previous experiments (e.g., Gee, 1966; Globus, 1983),
Globus and Gee (1995) hypothesized that application of a constant thermal gradient to
a sealed horizontal column filled with moderately dry soil would induce an internal
redistribution of moisture. With time, the redistribution process would evolve towards an
equilibrium condition such that qm = 0 at all points within the column. In other words, the
sum of thermally driven liquid and vapor fluxes would be of equal magnitude and
opposite direction to the summed fluxes driven by differences in θ. For this situation, Eq.
[11] can be simplified to:
𝐷#

-#
-V

= −𝐷.

-.
-V

[12]

In the heat pipe method, thermocouples inserted along the length of the test column are
used to measure temperature throughout the course of an experiment. Convergence to
a steady-state temperature profile is hypothesized to indicate a steady-state moisture
condition (i.e., qm = 0). The gradient terms in Eq. [12] are measured at the conclusion of
an experiment. Values of the thermal gradient (∂T/∂x) along the test column are
obtained by fitting spline functions to the final temperature profile. The moisture gradient
(∂θ/∂x) can be obtained either by sectioning the column, or through use of a neutron
probe. Globus and Gee (1995) concluded that variations in DT are small compared to
those in Dθ. Assuming a constant value for DT then allows direct calculation of Dθ from
the measured data (∂θ/∂x, ∂T/∂x). Since Dθ is defined as the isothermal diffusivity, it
can be directly substituted for D(θ) in field applications where the thermal gradient is
negligible. Lastly, independent measurement of a pressure-saturation curve for the test
soil would allow calculation of K(θ) from D(θ) through application of Eq. [5].
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Energy Calculations
In order to induce thermally driven flow in a sealed horizontal “heat pipe”, the difference
in thermal potential energy (∆ψt) across the column must be of sufficient magnitude to
counteract capillary forces. Here, we perform a simple calculation to estimate the
difference in matric potential (∆ψm) that would be equivalent to changing the
temperature of 1 gram of soil by 1˚C.
The kinetic energy required to change the temperature of a substance by ∆T (˚C) is
given by:
Δ𝜓* = 𝑐[ 𝑚Δ𝑇

[13]

where cp represents the specific heat (KJ/kg°C) of the substance, and m is the mass of
the substance. For simplicity, we assumed that the column is completely filled with
either dry sand or pure water, each of which has a known specific heat. The value of cp
in moist sand will vary with moisture content (Alnefair and Abu-Hamdeh, 2013), but will
lie between the values for pure water and dry silica sand (Table 1). To calculate an
equivalent value for ∆ψm, we assume that 1 gram of H2O corresponds to 1 cm3 of H2O
(incompressible fluid), which leads to:
Δ𝜓% =

∆2^
%∗'

[14]

where g = acceleration due to gravity (m/s2). This simple analysis suggests that
application of a of 1 ˚C temperature difference is commensurate with a ~80 - 430 m
difference in matric potential. For most soils, ∆ψm = 80 m would be sufficient to induce a
substantial change in θ. For example, in the Palouse silt loam tested by Gee (1966),
9

starting with a fully saturated sample and then lowering the matric potential by 80 m
would drop θ from roughly 0.6 to 0.2 (Figure 1). A 430 m drop in matric potential would
lower θ from roughly 0.6 to 0.1. Thus, we conclude that a small difference in thermal
energy across a short horizontal column is of sufficient magnitude to redistribute flow.

Material

Mass
(kg)

cp
(KJ/kg°C)

𝚫T
(°C)

∆ ψt
(KJ)

∆ ψm
(m)

Pure
Water

0.001

4.186

10

0.042

427

Dry Sand

0.001

0.795

10

0.008

81

Table 1: The table presents values used in Eq. [13] and [14]. Values of cp taken from “Specific
heat values” (2017).
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Figure 1: A modified soil water retention curve (SWRC) for an experimental Palouse silt loam
measured by Gee (1966). A combination of vapor pressure, Peltier psychrometer, pressure
plate, and hanging column methods were used to acquire the suction values for corresponding
moisture contents.
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Methods
The methods used in this study are a modified version of the original experimental
design introduced by Gee (1966). Our modifications focused on redesigning
components to limit the potential for preferential flow, while simultaneously improving
insulation of the entire system to reduce vapor losses. In Gee’s (1966) original design,
individual thermocouples extended approximately 1-cm into the soil, whereas our
thermocouples sit flush with the inner wall of each sample ring. This small yet significant
design change reduces the likelihood of preferential flow occurring near sensors within
the test column. We chose to use a circular column rather than a rectangular one, in
order to reduce the chances for preferential flow in corners. Unlike Gee (1966), our test
soils were not treated with Vinyl Acetate Maleic Acid (VAMA), so experiments were
performed within a single porosity rather than a dual porosity system. The method to
measure moisture content was modified so that the column was not disturbed as it was
equilibrating, instead we measured the moisture content upon completion of each trial.
We insulated our column using soil, rather than a universal wax coating. Finally, we
followed a standard packing method, unlike Gee (1966), that made it possible to
compare results between trials. Our modified design corrects possible flaws in Gee’s
(1966) design that may have negatively impacted the system’s evolution towards
steady-state.

Experiments designed in this study to evaluate the horizontal “heat pipe” method used a
double column design (Heitman et al., 2007; Sakai et al., 2009). The inner test column
houses the experiment, and is surrounded by a larger outer column that is filled with the
12

same soil and subjected to the same thermal gradient (Figure 2). This approach is
expected to minimize thermal and moisture gradients perpendicular to the axis of the
test column. Additionally, the horizontal orientation of the apparatus eliminates the
gravitational effect on flow. A test column was comprised of eight sample rings
(Appendix B) and two end cap pieces (Appendix C). The sample rings were cut to a
length of 1.0 cm from 1” Schedule 40 PVC pipe (inside diameter of 2.63 cm). The end
caps were also fabricated from PVC, and have the same internal dimensions (i.e.,
sample volume) as a sample ring. The test column was designed to be 10-cm long
because the small size should help minimize the time for the system to evolve towards
steady-state. The outer column has a rectangular cross-section (9.4 cm x 5.1 cm inside
dimensions) and was constructed by modifying PVC junction boxes (Appendix E). A
Type-T (Copper-Constantan) thermocouple was glued into each sample ring and end
cap to monitor temperature along the outside edge of the test sample.
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Figure 2: The diagram represents a cross-section of the double column design. Thermoelectric
heating units establish the constant temperature boundaries at the ends of the paired columns.
The center eight thermocouples are housed inside individual sample rings, while the two outliers
are housed within the end caps.

The paired columns were subjected to a thermal gradient by placing electronically
controlled thermoelectric heating units (THUs) at each end to act as constant
temperature boundaries. A support structure (Appendix D) was employed to hold the
columns and THUs (Appendix G) in rigid alignment. The paired columns were also
wrapped in fiberglass insulation to minimize heat loss to the surrounding environment.
Preliminary trials (Appendix K) demonstrated that temperatures within the inner test
column responded to small changes in ambient temperature. All subsequent
experiments were performed inside a constant temperature enclosure (Appendix F), set
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to 25°C. Two additional thermocouples were employed to monitor temperatures inside
and outside the enclosure. A single humidity sensor was used to measure relative
humidity inside the enclosure. Temperature and humidity data were recorded at
predetermined intervals using a Campbell ScientificTM CR23X data logger (Appendix I).

Before each trial, the columns were assembled (Appendix H), then dry packed with
quartz sand (Appendix J). Water was added either after the column was packed, or after
individual layers of sand were added. Initial moisture contents were achieved by adding
a predetermined mass of deionized water to the packed dry sand (Appendix J).
Columns were wetted to either 12% or 5% moisture content because these values are
representative of the range of moisture contents (0.13 m3/m3 to 0.18 m3/m3) outlined by
Globus and Gee (1995). Following the addition of deionized water, the columns were
sealed and layers of electrical and silicone tape were wrapped around both columns to
enhance structural stability and create airtight seals.

For most trials, small temperature gradients on the order of 1°C/cm were used.
Experiments 02-04, 06 and 11 were ended after reaching a near steady-state thermal
profile temperature profile. The failed experiments 01, 05, and 07 were terminated at
different stages of experimentation upon discovering unexpected problems that
compromised each trial (Appendix K). Experiments 08-10 were run with predetermined
durations that ranged from 48 hours to approximately 5 days because we wanted to
understand the effects of time on the system’s evolution towards steady-state (Table 3).
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The inner test column was disassembled so that the amount of water in each ring and
end cap could be determined gravimetrically (Appendix H). After initial weighing, each
component was oven dried for 48 hours at 50°C before it was reweighed for a final
moisture content (θf). The low drying temperature allowed the soil to be weighed without
removing it from the sample ring.
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Results
Eleven experiments were conducted to study the redistribution of heat and moisture
following the imposition of a thermal gradient on a horizontal column filled with
unsaturated sand (Table 2). Experiment 5 (Exp. 05) failed to produce any data, and we
were unable to collect moisture content data from experiment 1 (Exp. 01) (Appendix K).
Moisture profiles taken at the termination of the remaining trials exhibit a wide range of
behavior. Experiments conducted at a gravimetric initial moisture content (θi) of 0.12
(Exp. 01-04) show little evidence of thermally driven moisture redistribution. In contrast,
moisture redistribution was evident in all experiments performed at θi = 0.05 (Exp. 0611). With minor exception, soil temperature at the end of each trial increased smoothly
along the column, and displayed a slight upward concavity (Figure 3). For presentation
of the results, the experiments were subdivided into three groups based on the final
moisture distribution: (1) Exp. 01-04: high initial moisture content; (2) Exp. 06-07:
problems with moisture constraint; and (3) Exp. 08-11: thermal redistribution at low θi.
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Duration
(d:hrs:min)

Test
Sand

Cool
Boundary

Warm
Boundary

(g/g)

θi

Initial
Mw (g)

∆Mw
(g)

1

35:06:32

Medium

26°C

31°C

0.120

6.59

--

Exp. 02

31:23:17

Medium

26°C

31°C

0.119

9.65

-0.76

Exp. 03

13:19:42

Fine

28°C

33°C

0.121

10.74

0.23

Exp. 04

15:06:08

Fine

23°C

33°C

0.119

10.57

-0.68

00:18:46

Fine

23°C

33°C

0.053

4.64

--

Exp. 06

06:17:28

Fine

23°C

33°C

0.046

4.06

0.72

Exp. 07

29:19:22

Fine

23°C

33°C

0.045

4.02

-3.67

Exp. 08

02:01:39

Fine

23°C

33°C

0.048

4.28

0.06

Exp. 09

02:01:24

Fine

23°C

33°C

0.048

4.35

0.01

Exp. 10

04:23:06

Fine

23°C

33°C

0.051

4.53

0.03

Experiment
#
Exp. 01

Exp. 05

1

2

Exp. 11
17:17:54
Fine
23°C
33°C
0.048
4.27
-0.65
2
Failed in the moisture measurement step; only temperature data was collected. Experimental failure; no
data collected.

Table 2: Summary of input parameters, including duration, test material, thermal boundary
conditions, the target initial bulk moisture content (θi) and initial mass of water (Mw). The change
in water mass (DMw) was calculated by subtracting the initial mass of water from the final mass
of water; i.e., negative values represent a net loss in total moisture. Additional moisture and
thermal data for individual experiments can be found in Appendix K.

Experiments 01-04: High Initial Moisture Content
Experiments in this group were packed to a target θi of 0.12 (Table 2). In Exp. 01 and
Exp. 02 the columns were packed with dry medium sand before a measured mass of DI
water (i.e., 0.12 x mass of dry sand) was added to one end of the column that was
placed adjacent to the warm boundary (Appendix J). No moisture data was acquired at
the end of Exp. 01 due to a drying error. The final moisture content profile for Exp. 02
(Figure 3) shows moisture distributed along the whole column, with a maximum near the
warm end (d = 8.5 cm). There was also a small increase in moisture content at the cool
end of the column (d = 0.5 cm). Exp. 02 lost moisture at a rate of 0.02 g/day over the
~33 day trial. The final temperature profiles for Exp. 01 and Exp. 02 have similar
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endpoints and display a smooth concave-up profile (Figure 3). However, temperatures
for Exp. 01 plot below those for Exp. 02 over a substantial portion of the column (d = 2.5
to 8.5 cm) despite being subjected to an identical thermal gradient (0.5°C/cm).

In Exp. 03 and 04, fine sand was added to the column in 2-cm layers, and 2.10 g of
water was added to the top of each layer to attain the target value for θi of 0.12
(Appendix K). The final moisture profiles for both experiments exhibit a distinct chevron
shape (Figure 3). The peaks at 2-cm intervals coincide with locations where water was
added to the test column. Both trials exhibit maximum values adjacent to the warm
boundary (d = 9.5 cm) and minimums near the center of the column (d = 4.5 cm). The
final moisture content in Exp. 04 was considerably lower than Exp. 03 at d = 2.5 cm and
4.5 cm (Appendix K), which is consistent with the slightly lower value of θf for Exp. 04.
Moisture loss for Exp. 04 was 0.04 g/day, while Exp. 03 appears to have gained 0.02
g/day.

The final temperature profile for Exp. 03 closely resembled that for Exp. 01-02, except
that it is shifted upwards by 2˚C (± 0.2 ˚C). For Exp. 03, the boundary temperatures
were both increased by 2˚C (Table 2), which is responsible for the upward shift. The
gradient was doubled for Exp. 04 to = 1°C/cm in an attempt to enhance moisture
redistribution. The final temperature profile for Exp. 04 differs from Exp. 01-03 in that it
is mostly linear except near the cool end where it is concave downwards.
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Figure 3: Final moisture and temperature data for Exp. 01-04 (moisture data was not collected
for Exp. 01). The target for the initial moisture content was 0.12 in this set of experiments. The
moisture content is defined as the mass of water retained in each individual sample ring divided
by the mass of dry soil in that ring. The x-axis represents distance (cm) along the column, with 0
cm being the cool boundary and 10 cm being the warm boundary.

Experiments 06-07: Problems with Moisture Constraint
Beginning with Exp. 06, fine sand was added to each column in 1-cm layers, and 0.40 g
of water was added to the top of each layer with the intent to produce θi = 0.05. The
temperature gradient was held at 1˚C/cm (Table 2). The final moisture profiles for Exp.
06-07 were problematic, but also showed strong evidence of moisture redistribution
(Figure 4). In Exp. 06, the final moisture profile showed a general decline in moisture
content from the cool end to the warm end of the column that is consistent with
expectations for thermally-driven redistribution. A major exception is the spurious peak
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located at d = 4.5 cm. In addition, θf for Exp. 06 exceeded θi by 18%, which indicates an
average moisture gain of 0.11 g/day. Both anomalies (spurious peak, θf > θi) could
result from either measurement error, or vapor transport from the outer column into the
inner test column. Such transport could only occur through leakage between the sample
rings. In Exp. 07, 91% of the initial moisture exited the test column (Figure 4). The rate
of loss (0.12 g/day) was much higher than observed in other trials. The final moisture
profile for Exp. 07 is consistent with a drying front advancing from the warm end to the
cool end of the column. The temperature profile for Exp. 06 plots below that for Exp. 07
(Figure 4) with a gentler slope through the middle of the column and a considerably
steeper slope near the warm end. The temperature gradient for Exp. 06 declines in the
vicinity of d = 4.5 cm and then increases sharply near the warm end of the column
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Final moisture and temperature data for Exp. 06-07. The target initial moisture content
value was 0.05 for this set of experiments. The moisture content is defined as the mass of water
retained in each individual sample ring divided by the mass of dry soil in that ring. The x-axis
represents distance (cm) along the column, with 0 cm being the cool boundary and 10 cm being
the warm boundary.

Experiments 08-11: Thermal Redistribution at Low θi
The test columns used in experiments Exp. 08-11 were packed in the same manner and
at the same target initial moisture content as Exp. 06 and 07 (Table 2). They were also
run with the same thermal boundary conditions and temperature gradient. However, the
technique for wrapping the column in tape was modified to reduce the potential for
moisture to exit or enter the test column (Appendix J). In addition, the effect of time on
thermally driven moisture redistribution was explored by running experiments of
different duration. All final moisture profiles from this group of experiments showed clear
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evidence of water migration away from the warm boundary and towards the cool
boundary (Figure 5). In general, the warm end of the column became drier with
increasing time, and the cool end became wetter. The final moisture profiles from the 2day trials (Figure 5) are similar, except that Exp. 08 has a noticeable local peak at d =
2.5 cm while Exp. 09 has a smaller one at d = 5.5 cm. Of these experiments, only Exp.
11 suffered substantial evaporative loss (0.03 g/day). The shorter trials showed small
moisture gains (0.03, 0.01 and 0.12 g/day, for Exp. 08, 09 and 10, respectively).

The temperature profiles for Exp. 08 and 09 are nearly linear over much of the column.
For Exp. 08, a substantial concavity in the temperature profile coincides with a local
moisture peak at d = 8.5 cm (Figure 5). Exp. 09 exhibits an irregular peak at d = 2.5 cm
(Figure 5). This point was warmer than its neighbors over much of the experimental
duration and did not correspond to any anomalies in the moisture profile. This anomaly
likely results from a systematic measurement error due to an equipment failure. The
temperature profiles for Exp. 10 and 11 are generally linear and plot below Exp. 08 and
09; however, both rise sharply at the warm end of the column. Figure 6 illustrates that
temperature varied throughout the duration of Exp. 11, but never stabilized or reach a
thermal equilibrium.

In each of Exp. 08-11, a replicate test column (Table 3) was placed inside the constant
temperature enclosure (Exp. 08r – Exp. 11r), and subjected to isothermal conditions
(i.e., no thermal gradient was applied). These columns were prepared in the same
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manner as those used for Exp. 08-11, except that the ends were sealed with PVC
electrical tape instead of an end cap, and they were not enclosed within an outer
column. The primary purpose of these replicates was to confirm that the large-scale
moisture redistribution observed in the main columns was driven solely by the thermal
gradient. The final moisture profiles produced from the replicates (Figure 7) are
consistent between trials and do not deviate substantially from the θi values added to
each ring, which is strong evidence that the thermal gradient is directly responsible for
the redistribution observed in Exp. 08-11 (Figure 7). The final moisture profiles for runs
Exp. 08r and 10r (Figure 7) are nearly identical, and quite similar to that for Exp. 09,
suggesting that the method used to pack the columns was repeatable. Unlike the main
test columns, the replicate columns all lost moisture at a similar rate (0.12, 0.14 g/day,
0.09, and 0.11 g/day, respectively). Daily evaporative losses were higher for the
replicate columns than for all test columns except for Exp. 07. This observation strongly
suggests that the outer column substantially mitigated vapor exchange into and out of
the main test columns.

Experiment
#

Duration
(d:min:hrs)

θi
(g/g)

Exp. 08

r

02:01:39

Test
Sand
Fine

0.047

Initial
Mw (g)
4.13

∆Mw
(g)
-0.23

Exp. 09

r

02:01:24

Fine

0.049

4.56

-0.28

Exp. 10

r

04:23:06

Fine

0.049

4.51

-0.47

Exp. 11

r

17:17:54

Fine

0.049

4.37

-1.89

Table 3: Summary table of the input parameters for replicate experiments run under isothermal
conditions, including duration, test material, the target initial bulk (𝜃i) and initial mass of water
(Mw). The change in water mass (DMw) was calculated by taking the difference between initial
and final mass of water, negative values represent a net loss in total moisture.
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Figure 5: Final moisture and temperature data for Exp. 08-11. The target for the initial moisture
content was 0.05 in this set of experiments. The moisture content is defined as the mass of
water retained in each individual sample ring divided by the mass of dry soil in that ring. The xaxis represents distance (cm) along the column, with 0 cm being the cool boundary and 10 cm
being the warm boundary.

Figure 6: Long-term variations in temperature data plotted for the duration of Experiment 11.
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Figure 7: Final moisture profiles for the isothermal replicate columns. To stay consistent with
main experiment columns, the target initial moisture content was kept at 0.05 for the replicate
columns. The x-axis represents distance (cm) along the column.

Diffusivity was calculated for Exp 8 and Exp 11; the latter was chosen as the most
successful of the experiments that were performed, and the former represents a similar
experiment that was stopped much sooner. In each case, D(θ) was calculated by
running cubic spline interpolations to the final moisture and temperature profiles to
extrapolate values at the ends of the columns. The spline fits were used for calculating
dθ/dx and dT/dx along the inner column for Exp. 08 and 11. Values for dθ/dx and dT/dx
were combined to attain dθ/dT, and then combined with a proxy for thermal conductivity
(k*) to calculate the D(θ):
b∗

𝐷 𝜃 = c.
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c#

[15]

Results (Figure 8) show that values for D(θ) exhibit very different behavior between the
two data sets. Experiment 08 reaches a distinct maximum at a θ of 0.048 m3/m3, and
Exp. 11 had a maximum at a θ of 0.007 m3/m3 (Figure 8). The diffusivities for Exp. 08
are concentrated between θ of 0.04 and 0.05 m3/m3, with only two outliers. Calculated
diffusivities for Exp. 11 have a wider distribution, extend across a larger range of
moisture contents: 0.00 m3/m3 to 0.0782 m3/m3, and show an inverse relationship with
θ.

The clumping of data (Figure 8) and apparent overestimation of D(θ) for Exp. 8
suggests that this trial was far from steady-state when it was ended. Because both
experiments had measurable losses of moisture from the inner column, it indicates the
systems did not reach a steady-state moisture condition. This suggests that we were
unable to follow Globus and Gee’s (1995) method for calculating D(θ) as they intended.
In order to accurately estimate D(θ), it is critical that steady-state conditions are reached
within the system.

The negative values shown in Figure 8 are not physically realistic, as D(θ) is an
inherently positive quantity. The calculated negative numbers result from
inconsistencies in the data. Theoretically, the moisture content should be continually
increasing as you move towards the cool end. However, that is not what was measured.
As a result, every time the moisture content decreases instead of increasing it reverses
the slope of the spline fit, and causes the calculated diffusivity to go negative. Given that
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this will occur for any small fluctuations in the moisture content data, it may better to
draw an arbitrary curve through the data rather than applying a spline fit.

Figure 8: Diffusivity vs. moisture content for experiments 08 and 11 for the fine-grained sand.
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Discussion
Experiments were conducted to test the Globus and Gee (1995) horizontal “heat pipe”
method for estimating the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of soils at low to moderate
moisture content. In this approach, a small thermal gradient (e.g., 1.0˚C/cm) applied to a
sealed horizontal soil column is presumed to redistribute moisture in such a way that 1D
thermally- and capillary-driven flows will be equal and opposite at all points along the
column (i.e., steady-state conditions). In these experiments, tests run with a nonuniform θi of 12% (Exp. 01-04) did not exhibit significant moisture redistribution. This
observation held true even when the experiment duration was considerably longer than
that suggested by Globus and Gee (1995). Redistribution was enhanced when θi was
lowered to 5% and the initial water was distributed more uniformly (Exp. 06-11). The six
successful experiments run at θi = 5% exhibited progressive redistribution of moisture
with time, which is an important element of the approach suggested by Globus and Gee
(1995). However, we also observed long-term variations in temperature and continued
small losses of moisture, both of which suggest that the equilibrium conditions assumed
by Globus and Gee (1995) may be difficult to achieve.

In order to better understand why our experimental observations are not consistent with
the theory presented by Globus and Gee (1995) we carefully examined the data that
they used to verify their approach. In Gee (1966), a 10-cm long rectangular soil column
was subjected to a 1.5°C/cm thermal gradient. Moisture content was measured at
intermittent intervals using a neutron probe. The test soils consisted of a silty loam that
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was treated with VAMA to form stable 0.5 - 1.0 mm aggregates. The result was a dual
porosity soil with large, well-connected pores between the aggregates, and much
smaller pores within the aggregates. Total porosity was ~60%.

In the engineered dual-porosity soils used by Gee (1966), strong capillary forces would
have concentrated liquid moisture into the small pores within the aggregates.
Conversely, the large pores between the aggregates would have been mostly drained,
with water restricted to thin films on the aggregate surfaces. The well-connected drained
pores would tend to form large diameter continuous pathways for vapor migration along
the full length of the column. It is also likely that the large aggregates used by Gee
would not pack well in the corners of their rectangular column, creating additional
pathways for vapor. In contrast, our single-porosity test materials were designed to be
homogeneous and isotropic. As a result, zones at high moisture content likely created
barriers to vapor flow due to a lack of well-connected open pores. In experiments
containing such zones (Exp. 02-04), we did not observe significant redistribution, while
redistribution was universal at lower moisture contents (Exp. 06-11). These results
strongly suggest that large well-connected open pores in the direction of heat transport
promote thermally driven redistribution.

In Gee’s experiments (1966), moisture content along the column was measured at
discrete intervals by transporting the test column to a neutron beam located in a
separate building. Even though this process lasted for a short time (10 to 15 minutes), it
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is likely that rapid small changes in temperature impacted the internal distribution of
moisture. Any small decrease in temperature would have likely resulted in condensation
at the cool end of the column. Conversely, given the high relative humidity within the
test soil, any small increases in temperature would have had little effect. As the
experiment progressed, it is highly likely that repeated condensation events enhanced
vapor transport towards the cool end of the column. This would have accelerated the
rate of redistribution with respect to that which would have occurred under a constant
thermal gradient, as was applied in our experiments. We note that Gee’s (1966)
experimental design did not allow for temperature measurements during the moisture
measurements, which may have led him to erroneously conclude that the system
remained at thermal equilibrium.

Evaporative losses were observed in both our and Gee’s (1966) experiments despite
considerable preventative measures. Gee covered the glass sides of his column with
aluminum foil, leaving a small air gap then sealed the edges, including the foil, with
paraffin. We sealed connections between the sample rings with polyurethane electrical
tape, and surrounded the test column in an outer column containing soil at similar
moisture content. Both designs failed to completely prevent moisture transfer in and out
of the test column. Gee (1966) experienced evaporative losses of 1-3% over the course
of an experiment, while our successful experiments showed both losses and gains of
similar magnitude. Our tests with replicate columns showed the effectiveness of the
outer column in reducing moisture loss, and we also noted that moisture loss correlated
strongly with duration of the experiment. The difficulty in preventing vapor loss from the
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test column suggests that true equilibrium may not be practical, thus calling into the
question one of the basic assumptions of the Globus and Gee (1995) approach.

Experiments reported by Gee (1966) used a single test column wrapped in insulation. In
preliminary tests using similar design, we measured thermal gradients along the test
column that indicated significant heat loss to the outside environment, which violates the
fundamental assumption of 1D heat flow. After careful review of Gee (1966), we
strongly suspect that similar issues were present in those experiments, but were likely
masked by the limited precision and temporal resolution of his data collection system.
Thus, it is highly likely that his experiments never reached true steady-state conditions.
In our main experiments, we surrounded the test column with an outer column at similar
moisture and temperature to eliminate gradients perpendicular to the desired direction
of heat/moisture flow. For these experiments, measured thermal gradients were
consistent with 1D heat flow. However, temperatures within the column approached, but
never reached a true thermal equilibrium.

The loss of moisture and heat in our experiment shows that there are still improvements
that can be made to the experiment design. The experiment failed to reach steady-state
temperature and moisture content profiles, both of which are required to estimate K(θ).
The method may be viable with additional modifications to achieve steady-state
conditions, including measuring moisture content throughout the course of
experimentation without disturbing the experiment. Monitoring moisture content
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continuously could verify that steady-steady conditions are being achieved. Future work
could also focus on improving moisture constraint properties by testing different
insulation mediums that act as barriers to reduce moisture loss. Improvements to the
system’s insulation will prevent moisture loss, while also aid in stabilizing the
temperature in favor of evolution towards steady-state. Chloride could be useful addition
because it acts as a tracer for liquid moisture migration across the column. The
conservative nature of chloride causes it to migrate through soils at the same velocity as
liquid water without degrading, making it useful for understanding the flow paths (e.g.,
Feth, 1981; Carling et al., 2012). While Globus and Gee’s design has flaws, correcting
these small problems in the method may lead to this being a viable method for
quantifying K.

The uncertainties associated with the horizontal “heat pipe” method can be divided
between the underlying physical processes and the measurements. At the temperatures
considered in these experiments, a 10ºC temperature gradient corresponds to a roughly
10% difference in absolute viscosity, and therefore liquid fluidity across the column.
Liquid moisture near the cool boundary would have been less viscous than moisture
near the warm boundary. Since hydraulic conductivity and diffusivity are composite
properties (Hillel, 1998) that include viscosity, variation in viscosity will induce
uncertainty on the order of roughly 3%.

Another physical process that may introduce uncertainty into the heat-pipe method is
the reversibility of the liquid-vapor phase changes. At any given time, the amount of
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water vapor present is much smaller than the amount of liquid moisture. In order for the
liquid and vapor fluxes to balance, the water vapor has to cycle through the pore space
more rapidly than the liquid water, which requires a large amount of condensation and
evaporation. These phase changes were not limited to the ends of the column, but likely
occurred at multiple points across the experiment. Given that condensation
(evaporation) releases (absorbs) heat, this could have led to temporal changes in
temperature along the column. In addition, the vapor pressure of the liquid water varies
with moisture content, which could create preferential locations for condensation and
evaporation.

One of the largest sources of measurement uncertainty comes from deconstructing the
column to measure the moisture content within sample rings. This was a detailed
process that had many steps, each of which had the potential to introduce error. Despite
working cautiously, small volumes of sand may have been lost as rings were removed
from the column, which could have introduced errors in the moisture content by losing
corresponding moisture alongside the sand. Each ring contained small masses of
moisture that were measured in a low humidity environment. Due to the environmental
conditions, it was likely that some moisture could have evaporated during
deconstruction, despite steps to prevent moisture loss.

At the beginning of each experiment, moisture was distributed at points or segments of
the column. Moisture redistributed such that some parts of the column underwent
wetting, while others experienced drying. Upon disassembly, moisture was assumed to
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be even at all points along the cross-section of the sample ring. It is possible that in this
non-linear system, the average moisture content might not be representative of the
moisture at the center of the ring. In Figure 5, the flat segment of Exp. 11’s moisture
profile at d = 0.5 cm varies a small amount, so the average moisture content for that ring
is probably representative of the center. This assumption is not accurate if the moisture
content is changing rapidly as shown at d = 5.5 cm in Exp. 11, so the moisture content
is prone to greater uncertainty.

Thermocouples were used to record temperature at one location on the inner diameter
of each sample ring (outside of the sample). The temperature measurements for the 10
rings were along a single line. As such, we were unable to determine the temperature at
the center of the column, or at the bottom or sides. The precision and accuracy of
measurement equipment also present uncertainty. The thermocouples measured to a
precision of 1.0˚C, and the manufacturer reports a tolerance of 0.75%, which
corresponds to an accuracy of +/-0.5˚C. The 0.025% accuracy reported by the
manufacturer for the data logger from 0 to 40ºC is much more precise than the
thermocouples, and thus unlikely to be a source of uncertainty.
Imperfect boundary conditions (thermal, moisture) are another source of potential
uncertainty in these experiments. As seen in the results, the boundaries were not
perfectly sealed against moisture loss, which raises questions about heat loss.
Temperature was controlled at each THU, but we did not measure temperature at the
interface between the experiment and the THUs. Therefore, the actual heat flux into and
out of the test column remains unknown. Likewise, we did not monitor temperatures in
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the outer column, or at the outer edge of the experiment. As a result, it is unknown
whether the nonlinearities in the temperature profiles (Figure XX) are due to internal
processes (condensation, evaporation) or are a result of heat transfer between the inner
and outer columns. If heat loss were to have occurred it is likely to have been paired
with moisture loss.

The data collected in this investigation provides an opportunity to explore the
relationship between θi and thermal conductivity (kT) for the test sands. Onedimensional, steady-state heat flux (hf) is expected to follow:
ℎe = −𝑘*

-#
-V

[16]

where T is temperature, and x is distance in the direction of increasing temperature, and
kT. The experimental design used here did not allow direct measurement of hf.
However, if we assume hf to be constant along the column, then kT will be proportional
to (∂T/∂x)-1; i.e., the inverse of the thermal gradient. To estimate the thermal gradient,
cubic splines were fit to the final temperature data. The spline fits were then used to
estimate ∂T/∂x over a 0.2 cm length surrounding each temperature measurement. Next,
we define k* as a proxy for kT, (i.e., k* ∝ kT):
𝑘 ∗ = ∆𝑇

-# >?
-V

[17]

where DT represents the applied thermal gradient (0.5 ˚C/cm for Exp. 01-03, and 1.0
˚C/cm for Exp. 04-11).
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Except for a few outliers, the proxy for thermal conductivity (k*) stays between 0.00 to
2.00 (Figure 9). The influence of temperature on k* is negligible from 23-27˚C; from 2733˚C the data shows a gradual decline. The few outliers that deviate from this trend
were strongly influenced by small temperature differences between adjacent sample
rings. In contrast, k* does not show any apparent dependence on moisture content
(Figure 9), as the data plots essentially on a horizontal line with random deviation above
and below. As suggested by Globus and Gee (1995), treating kT as constant appears to
be a reasonable assumption.
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Figure 9: The inverse of the local thermal gradient normalized to the applied thermal gradient
(k*) is plotted against final temperature and moisture content. Note that moisture data was not
collected for Exp. 01.
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Conclusions
Protecting groundwater resources in arid regions requires that we be able to model the
effects of anthropogenic influences and climate change. Such models must accurately
describe the mechanisms that control groundwater recharge, including: infiltration,
redistribution, and evapotranspiration. Hydrologic investigations in arid soils are
challenging to conduct because the hydraulic properties of unsaturated arid soils are
difficult to estimate. Of these, K(θ) is certainly the most difficult to estimate but it is the
most important to measure because it describes moisture flow and solute transport in
porous media. The purpose of this research was to focus on measuring K(θ) to
determine the movement of water in dry soils.

The eleven experiments performed to test the Globus and Gee (1995) “heat pipe”
method demonstrated that steady-state moisture and thermal conditions are difficult to
achieve mainly because it was not possible to maintain a closed system. Early
experiments (02-04) performed at 12% initial moisture contents showed little to no
evidence of redistribution because zones at high moisture content likely created barriers
to flow due to a lack of well-connected open pores. Moisture redistribution improved
when the initial moisture content was lowered to 5% for Exp. 06-11 and moisture was
distributed throughout the column. Opposite to the first four experiments, this group saw
improved redistribution with time because the decrease in initial moisture content
allowed open, well-connected vapor transport pathways to develop within the system.
Each experiment had evidence of moisture traveling outside the system, which
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suggests that it is not practical to obtain true steady-state moisture conditions using this
design. All experiments had evidence of moisture traveling between the test column and
the external environment, and it was found that moisture loss was strongly correlated to
the duration of each experiment. The loss of moisture and heat from these experiments
suggests that the system is unlikely to reach steady-state moisture conditions using this
experimental design. The loss of moisture and heat from these experiments prevented
the estimation of K(θ) and D(θ).

The experiments presented here did not reach steady-state despite the design being
considerably improved over that employed by Gee (1966). First, the method requires
improvements to constrain moisture loss, which is challenging to address in soils that
have relatively small pores and slow vapor transport. This could be achieved by testing
different barriers or seals to determine which provides the most effective against vapor
loss. It could also be beneficial to test if hybridized barriers that use an artificial wax
coating along the test column, set within a double column design are effective against
vapor loss. The wax should seal the gaps between sample rings, and the outer column
should prevent moisture and heat flow out of the inner column. It would also be useful to
monitor moisture redistribution during experimentation using non-deconstructive
techniques to gain insight into the temporal evolution of moisture. It is also necessary to
achieve a steady-state temperature profile. Therefore, design improvements should
focus on stabilizing the temperature by testing the insulation of different materials, such
as fiberglass, mineral wool, cellulose, and polyurethane foam. These materials should
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be tested individually and in conjunction to determine which provides the best insulation
to help the system evolve to steady-state. Finally, the new design should try placing
thermocouples at the center of sample rings to measure representative temperatures,
rather than using temperatures recorded at the column’s edges. While Globus and
Gee’s design has flaws, addressing these through design improvements may lead to
the method as being an effective simple process for estimating K(θ) that can be
completed on relatively short time scales.
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Appendix A: Overview of Experimental Design
Our experimental design consists of an inner column that is surrounded by a larger
outer column, with constant temperature boundaries on either end of the paired
columns (Figure A - 1). The segmented inner column (Appendix B) houses the
experiment, while the outer column (Appendix E) is used to impose thermal and
moisture boundaries (e.g. Heitman et al., 2007; Sakai et al., 2009). Both columns were
filled with identical soil material and exposed to the same temperature gradient. To
further reduce the effects of room temperature fluctuations, all trials were performed
inside a temperature controlled box (Appendix F) kept at a constant 25°C (Figure A - 2).

Two customized end cap pieces (Appendix C) secure the inner column to structural
aluminum end plates at either end of the column. A support structure (Appendix D) adds
rigidity to the apparatus, while establishing thermal connections between both columns
and the Thermoelectric Heating Units (THUs) (Appendix G). Individually calibrated
copper-constantan thermocouples (Appendix I), located within each ring of the inner
column, were used to track temperature changes along the inner column. Relative
humidity and temperature inside the constant temperature box were also recorded. Data
recorded by the sensors was stored on a data logger (Appendix I).
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Figure A - 1: Illustration showing the basic components of the experiment. For more details on
specific elements, refer to the list of appendices above. Note, the temperature conditions shown
reflect temperature gradient used for steady-state trials.
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Figure A - 2: The final experiment configuration and layout. Each number corresponds to a
specific experiment component, see table A - 1.

Item #

Experiment Components
TM

(1)

TE Technology

(2)

Experiment Apparatus (includes inner and outer columns, end cap pieces, and
support structure)

(3)

Campbell Scientific

TM

CR23X Data Logger

Campbell Scientific

TM

PS100 12V Battery

(4)

Peltier-Thermoelectric Heat Plate Coolers

TE Technology

TM

TC-48-20 Temperature Controllers

(6)

TE Technology

TM

Peltier-Thermoelectric Heat Plates Power Supply

(7)

Lytron

TM

(8)

Base Panel of Constant Temperature Box

(9)

Thermo Electron Corporation

(5)

Radiator and Rotron

TM

TM

24V DC fans

HAAKE K10 Water Bath

Table A - 1: The table lists the experiment components by number.
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Appendix B: Sample Rings for Inner Test Column
B1: Shaping PVC Sample Rings
The inner column (10-cm length, 5.56 cm2 cross-sectional area) consists of eight 1-cm
thick plastic cylinders (sample rings) stacked between two custom-made end caps
(Appendix C). The rings were fabricated from 1” Schedule 40 PVC pipe (2.63 cm inner
diameter, and 3.33 cm outer diameter). This material was chosen because it is easy to
shape, non-reactive and does not transfer heat efficiently. The design objective for the
rings was to form them into true cylinders with smooth ends so that they could be
stacked with minimal gaps. Each ring contains a thermocouple port for temperature
measurement within the column (see Appendix B2). The steps used to fabricate each
ring are as follows:
1. The PVC pipe was cut into rings slightly thicker than 1-cm on a bandsaw. A
shop-made sled was used to hold the pipe perpendicular to the blade while
cutting. A wood block clamped to the sled acted as a depth stop.
2. A SherlineTM 3” lathe was used to remove saw marks (Figure B1 - 1), square the
ends of the rings, and trim them to the final length (Figure B1 - 2). One end of the
ring was cut smooth; then the ring was reversed to cut the opposite side to the
correct size.
3. The ends of each ring were sanded smooth with 1000 grit silicon carbide
sandpaper. Wetted sandpaper was laid on a flat surface, and the ring face was
sanded gently by hand in a circular motion.
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4. The thickness of each ring was measured at three different locations using a
digital vernier caliper. It was arbitrarily decided that a 1% deviation from the
design thickness of 1-cm would be acceptable for both the average and range of
the three measurements.

Figure B1 - 1: Freshly sawn PVC ring. The saw marks that cross the ring could provide potential
pathways for heat and moisture loss.
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Figure B1 - 2: Lathe set-up used to square the PVC rings and trim them to size. The shop-made
acrylic depth-stop shown in the lower left hand corner was used as a reference to stop cutting at
a consistent depth for all pieces.

B2. Thermocouple Mounting to the Sample Ring
An OmegaTM Type-T Teflon insulated thermocouple (item # 5TC-TT-T-30-36) was
added to each ring to monitor temperature changes within the experimental column.
Fine wire thermocouples were chosen to minimize the potential for heat transfer along
the wires to the outside of the column. Thermocouples were mounted following the
steps listed below:
1. Using a digital vernier caliper, the location for each drill hole was measured and
marked in the center of each sample ring.
2. Thermocouple placement holes were drilled using a #60 drill bit mounted in a drill
press (Figure B2 - 1).
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3. The location of each completed drill hole was verified with respect to the center
of the ring; 5% deviation from the target measurement was deemed acceptable.
4. The junction of each thermocouple was coated with a thin layer of clear nail
polish (Figure B2 - 2) to inhibit corrosion.
5. Thermocouples were threaded through the drill holes and placed to sit
completely flush with the inner PVC ring wall. A hot glue gun was used to seal
the wire exit to the ring exterior (Figure B2 - 3). The glue creates an impermeable
seal around the hole to prevent moisture and heat loss from the column.
Preliminary tests showed this approach to be more mechanically stable than
silicone sealants.

Figure B2 - 1: Drill press set-up. The ring is clamped underneath the drill bit in a drilling vise.
The acrylic spacer block allows an unrestricted view of the setup during drilling.
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Figure B2 - 2: Arrow points to the non-insulated thermocouple bead.

Figure B2 - 3: Thermocouple glued in place.
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Appendix C: End Caps for the Inner Test Column
The test column includes two shop-made end caps that fit on either end of the column
and mount to the aluminum plates. Each end cap consists of an end cap plate, a 1.14
cm thick PVC ring, and a removable aluminum heat transfer plug (Figure C - 1). The
end caps were designed to seal the ends of the experimental column against moisture
loss, provide structural support for the column, and promote heat transfer along the axis
of the column.

Figure C - 1: A diagram showing the end cap components and associated dimensions.
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C1. Preparing Components
This section of the appendix describes the fabrication of the individual components –
plate, ring and plug that make up each end cap.

C1.1 End Cap Plates
The end cap plates were constructed from ¼” (0.632 cm) thick PVC sheet stock. PVC
was selected because it easily machined, chemically inert, structurally stable, suitable
for solvent welding, and a poor thermal conductor. The end cap plates were fabricated
as follows:
1. A bandsaw was used to cut PVC sheet stock into eight 1.625” (4.10 cm) wide
strips.
2. The rip fence on the bandsaw was replaced with a shop-made sled to cut the
PVC strips to a length of 2.875” (7.30 cm). An acrylic block clamped to the sled
was used as a depth stop. Upon completion of cutting, each of the eight cut
pieces was measured to check for size uniformity. Any outliers were discarded.
3. A scribe and straight edge were used to scratch two diagonal lines across the
face of each plate, extending corner to corner. The intersection of these two lines
marks the exact center of the plate.
4. The plate was moved onto the drill press, clamped into a vise and positioned so
that the plate center was directly under a 0.862” (2.19 cm) diameter hole saw
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(Figure C1.1 - 1). The pilot hole was completed, resulting in an unfinished end
cap plate that is set aside for subsequent finishing.

Figure C1.1 - 1: End cap plate construction.

C1.2 Aluminum Heat Transfer Plugs
The purpose of the aluminum plugs is to seal the end caps and transfer heat into the
soil column. Aluminum was chosen because it is a good thermal conductor, has good
machinability, and is corrosion resistant. One plug is permanently glued into an end cap
plate, positioned to sit nearly flush with the plate bottom. The second plug will be in the
same orientation, but will be removable through the base of the plate, directly beneath
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the PVC ring. This ensured that soil and water can be added to the column. The
aluminum plugs were shaped as follows:
1. Four aluminum pieces were cut from a 1-1/16” diameter (2.69 cm) 6061 solid
aluminum rod to a length of roughly 1-cm using a hacksaw and a 12” miter box.
2. A SherlineTM 3” lathe was used to square the ends of each plug and bring the
overall thickness to 0.8 cm (Figure C1.2 - 1). One face of the aluminum plug was
cut smooth; then the plug was reversed and material was removed to bring the
plug to size. The shop-made acrylic depth stop (lower left hand corner) was
utilized as a reference to stop cutting at a consistent depth for all pieces.
3. Upon completion of the lathe work, each plug was measured multiple times using
a digital vernier caliper to confirm uniform thickness amongst the plugs. Figure
C1.2 - 2-A is unfinished plug prior to lathe work. Figure C1.2 – 2-B is finished
plug after lathe work.
4. Both faces of each plug were lightly sanded with 1000 grit paper to remove tool
marks and smooth the surfaces. Flat surfaces facilitate uniform heat conductance
into the column.
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Figure C1.2 - 1: Lathe set up to square the ends of the aluminum plugs.

A

B

Figure C1.2 - 2: Pre-lathe, unfinished (A), and post-lathe, finished (B) aluminum plugs.
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C1.3 PVC Rings
The process described in Appendix B1 was used to cut and square six 1.5 cm long
rings from 1” Schedule 40 PVC pipe.

C2. Final Assembly
The end cap plate was completed by: 1) solvent welding a 1.5 cm thick PVC ring to the
plate, 2) boring out the pilot hole and ring to fit the aluminum plug, 3) cutting the end cap
to finished height, 4) drilling two holes so that it can be fastened to the aluminum plate
(Appendix D), and 5) attaching a thermocouple. This section discusses the materials
and techniques used for assembling the end cap pieces in preparation for
experimentation.

C2.1 Solvent welding PVC rings to the end cap plates
The 1.5 cm ring was centered over the pilot hole on the end cap plate using
measurements along the diagonals, and then was solvent welded into place using
Christy’s Red Hot Blue GlueTM (Figure C2.1 – 1). The ring was held in place for roughly
30 seconds to allow the solvent to set. The pieces were then left to cure for 24 hours.
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Figure C2.1 - 1: Solvent welded ring placed on the end cap plate.

C2.2 Boring out the pilot hole to fit the aluminum plug
The pilot hole and part of the PVC ring were bored out to allow insertion of the 2.69 cm
diameter aluminum plug. Depth of the boring was set so that the plug would protrude
very slightly, and thus make good uniform contact against the aluminum plate (Appendix
D). Each set was machined as a matching pair (plug and end cap) using these steps:
1. The solvent welded ring was clamped to the lathe for boring (Figure C2.2 - 1). A
boring tool was advanced tightly against the back of the plate, and then taken
back by ½ mm. Next, an aluminum plug paired with one specific end cap plate,
was placed against the end of the shop-made acrylic depth stop, and the metal
rod was tightened in place. This set the depth of the boring so < 0.5 mm of the
plug will protrude from the base of the end cap.
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2. The pilot hole was slowly expanded until it matched the inner diameter of the
PVC ring. Visual observations confirmed when the desired width was reached.
3. The diameter of the cavity was matched to the aluminum plug, by removing the
end cap and checking fit between cuts. Boring was completed once the
aluminum plug fit snuggly inside the borehole and was level or slightly protruding
with the bottom of the end cap plate (Figure C2.2 - 2).

Figure C2.2 - 1: Lathe setup for boring out the pilot hole and PVC ring to finished size.
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Figure C2.2 - 2: Finished lathe work. The pilot hole and part of the PVC ring have been widened
to accommodate the aluminum plug.

C2.3 Cutting the End Cap to Finished Height
The initial height of the PVC rings was reduced to create a 1-cm deep cavity (measured
from top of the ring to the aluminum plug), and thus hold the same soil volume as the
PVC rings that make up the column. Each end cap was clamped onto the table on a
milling machine (Figure C2.3 - 1). A ¼” x 3/8” end mill was used to level the non-welded
face of the PVC rings. A digital vernier caliper was used to check depth of the cavity
after each cut. The design height was the thickness of the aluminum plug plus 1-cm,
reaching a total thickness of 1.80 cm.
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Figure C2.3 - 1: An end cap piece clamped to the table of the milling machine.

C2.4 Mounting Holes
Two ¼” diameter mount holes were drilled in each end cap plate to fasten it to the
aluminum plate (Appendix D). In order to maintain alignment of the column, end caps
were drilled in pairs and hole locations were referenced to the PVC ring. Mount holes
were drilled using the following steps:
1. Locations for the mounting holes were scribed onto one piece from each pair.
2. A 1.97 inch (5.01 cm) diameter reference circle was lightly scribed onto the back
of an end cap plate using the lathe.
3. Using a scribe and a steel square, two sets of tangent lines were scratched onto
the back of the plate. The black circle was etched on the plate back using the
lathe, and the first set of black tangent lines were marked with a scribe. A second
set of tangent lines, referencing the central pilot hole, extends the length of the
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plate. The red tick marks the halfway distance along the first set of black tangent
lines, and represent the final mount hole location (Figure C2.4 - 1). The center
point of the two shorter black lines was measured and marked, giving the drill
locations.
4. Small diameter (0.082 cm) pilot holes were drilled through each scribed end cap
to transfer the hole location to the other side.
5. An end cap, with pilot holes, was secured back-to-back with a second end cap in
the drill press vise. A nut was inserted underneath the aluminum plug, forcing it
to protrude roughly 0.10 inch (0.25 cm) into the opening on the upper end cap.
The 1” spring clamp was added to the non-drill side to provide structural
stabilization and maintain balance during drilling. The ¼” drill bit was aligned
directly over the pilot hole. The pilot holes were used to guide drilling of ¼”
diameter holes on a drill press (Figure C2.4 – 2).
6. Upon completion of the mounting holes, the end caps are nearly finished (Figure
C2.4 – 3).
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Figure C2.4 - 1: Base of end cap with scribe pattern locations for pilot holes.

Figure C2.4 - 2: End cap pilot hole drill press set-up.
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A

B

Figure C2.4 - 3: Completed mount holes (A), stationed with completed pilot holes (B).

C2.5 Thermocouple Mounting Holes
The process described in Appendix B2 was used to mark and drill the mounting hole
(Figure C2.5 - 1).

Figure C2.5 - 1: Completed thermocouple mount hole.
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Appendix D: Structural Framework
A structural framework was designed to hold the inner and outer columns in position
and connect them to the thermoelectric heating units (THUs). The structural framework
consists of thermally conductive aluminum end plates joined by nonconductive
connectors. The nonconductive connectors should limit the amount of heat transmitted
through the structural framework. The aluminum end plates are designed to conduct
heat from the THUs, through the aluminum plug at the base of the end cap pieces, and
into the columns.

D1. Aluminum End Plates
The end plates were fabricated from ¼” (0.679 cm) thick 6061 aluminum plate. Two
plates were cut to a size of 6.25” x 3.94” and four sets of mounting holes (Figure D1 - 1,
Table D - 1) were drilled through both plates. After drilling and tapping operations were
complete, the backside of each plate was wet sanded flat to promote close contact with
the THU’s (Figure D1 - 2). Sanding was performed on a granite surface using first 320grit and then 400-grit paper.
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Figure D1 - 1: Diagram showing the relative size and approximate location of the four varieties
of drill holes. The associated letter corresponds to a specific hole type, shown in Table D - 1.

Figure D1
Label

Purpose

Drill Bit
Drill Size

Tap Size

Notes

A

Fasten end cap
plates

11/64

10-32

NA

B

Secure aluminum
plate to THU

13/64

Unthreaded

Slightly oversize or clearance of
threads in THU’s

C

Thread framework
connectors

25/64

Unthreaded

Slightly oversized for clearance of
3/8-16 bolts

D

Secure outer
column

11/64

10-32

NA

Table D - 1: Specific drill bit and tap sizes for holes in the framework aluminum plate.
Abbreviations: NA, not applicable.
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B

A

Figure D1 - 2: Sanded aluminum plate (A) shown in contrast to the non-sanded plate (B).

D2. End Plate Connectors
The aluminum end plates connect to one another with custom-made double-ended
nonconductive bolts. The double-ended bolts were fabricated from 1/4” Schedule 40
PVC pipe (0.34”) 0.875 cm inner diameter and 3/8-16 bolts. The connectors were
fabricated as follows:
1. A 3/8-16 x 2” hex head bolt was threaded into a 3/8-16 coupling nut. A 3/8-16 hex
nut was tightened along the base of the bolt to prevent rotation. The bolt head
and a row of threads were removed with a hacksaw.
2. A two-foot length of 1/4” PVC pipe was cut into 3.75” long pieces.
3. Each end of the PVC pipe was threaded with a size 3/8-16 tap. The cut end of a
bolt was threaded into the PVC pipe, leaving enough space to clamp the
aluminum end plate between two nuts.
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4. A completed connector (5.88” long) is shown in Figure D2 - 1, and the final
structural framework is shown in Figure D2 - 2.

Figure D2 - 1: Completed connector, next to a pencil for scale.
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Figure D2 - 2: Finished structural framework.
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Appendix E: Outer Column
The outer column (20.90 cm2 cross-sectional area) was constructed by modifying two
CarlonTM E989NN PVC junction boxes (Figure E - 1) as described below.

Figure E - 1: A CarlonTM E989NN Junction Box (right) with lid (left). Note, the structural
reinforcement in the corners and mounting ears along the base of the box.

E1. Modifying the Junction Boxes
E1.1 Back Plate
The interior material on the back plate of each box was removed so that the sand would
be in direct contact with an end plate. A small rim was left around the outside for
structural support and to provide a surface for sealing against moisture loss. After
marking the box, holes were drilled in each corner, and then a jigsaw was used to
remove most of the material. Upon completion of the millwork, the edges are squared
and the back plate has been finished (Figure E1.1 - 1). Finally, the holes in the box ears
were enlarged with a 7/32-drill bit.
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Figure E1.1- 1: Completed mill work.

E1.2 Creating a Box Window
A rectangular window was cut into one side panel from each junction box to allow
packed soil to be placed into the outer column. Dimensions were drawn on one of the
box sides to mark the location of the window. A 1/8” border was drawn on the top and
bottom, and a 3/8” border on either side. These dimensions were chosen arbitrarily to
provide a suitably sized window while preserving the structural integrity of the side
panel. A drill press was used to bore ½” holes inside the perimeter of the marked area.
The window was then cleaned up on a milling machine (Figure E1.2 -1).
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Figure E1.1- 2: Completed box window.

E2. Fabricating Additional Components

E2.1 PVC and Rubber Gasket Insert
The stacked height of the two junction boxes is roughly 0.313” shorter than the inner
column (Figure E2.1 - 1). Therefore, it was necessary to create an insert that could
occupy the gap and extend the length of the outer column. One of the junction box lids
was modified as follows to make a spacer:

1. The center portion of the lid was hollowed out using a jigsaw, leaving behind
uneven rough edges.
2. The lid was transferred onto a milling machine and the edges were smoothed.
The lid was fastened vertically against a 90˚ metal bracket by four clamps.
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3. The edge of a hand file was used to smooth the corners, removing any nicks and
sharp edges, and finish the box lid (Figure E2.1 - 2).
4. The lid added a little bit more than 0.25” to the height of a junction box, leaving a
0.06” gap. A rubber gasket was cut to close most of the gap.
5. The modified lid was attached to one junction box using stainless steel screws
(Figure E2.1 – 3).

Figure E2.1- 1: Assembled inner column, support structure and outer column. Red box
highlights the 0.313” gap between the two junction boxes.
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Figure E2.1- 2: Finished box lid.

Modified Insert
Figure E2.1- 3: Installed modified insert.
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E2.2 Rectangular PVC Window Inserts
Rectangular inserts were fabricated from ¼” PVC sheet stock to sit inside the windows
and minimize evaporative loss from the soil filled outer column. The slightly undersized
inserts leave a small gap between the insert and the window to allow for removal of the
insert after experimentation. The outline of each box window was traced onto a sheet of
¼” PVC. The window inserts were then cut slightly oversize with a bandsaw. Each
insert was then fitted to the window using a hand file leaving a small 1/32” gap (Figure
E2.2 - 1).

Figure E2.2- 1: Small gap between window inserts and box window.
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E3. Installation
The two junction boxes that comprise the column were attached to individual aluminum
plates by threading screws through each box ear and corresponding holes in the plates.
Finally, a thin coat of LoctiteTM silicon sealant was applied along the intersection
between the base of the box and the plate to assure a vapor-tight seal (Figure E3 - 1).

Figure E3 - 1: Silicon sealant applied to the base of the outer column.
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Appendix F: Constant Temperature Enclosure
Preliminary experiments showed that the temperature in the inner column was impacted
by fluctuations in room temperature. Wrapping the outer column in fiberglass insulation
as reported by Globus and Gee (1995) did not fully resolve the problem. Therefore, we
fabricated a constant temperature enclosure to isolate the entire experiment from the
surrounding environment. The constant temperature enclosure consists of an insulation
box and a temperature control system.

F1. Insulation Box
The experiment was performed within a custom-built box made of 2” thick rigid
Styrofoam insulation (R-value of 10.50 at 23.90°C). The interior dimensions of the box
(25” x 23” x 15”) were chosen to provide several inches of air space to circulate air
around both the apparatus and the radiator unit used for temperature control (see F2
below). The basic design of the insulation box is a 5-sided box with one open end that is
placed over top of the experiment, which in turn rests on a separate sheet of insulation.

The dimensions for the six individual panels were etched onto the large Styrofoam
sheet and cut using a wood saw. The top and four side box panels were permanently
joined with 4” PrimeguardTM Exterior Philips Head screws and Pro Line 375TM Heavy
Duty Construction Adhesive (Figure F1 - 1). Cut edges of the Styrofoam were covered
in reflective insulation tape to minimize unraveling that could damage the electrical
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equipment. Water circulation hoses, sensor wires and power supply cables pass
through holes cut into the side panels along the base of the box (Figure F1 – 2). These
holes are not completely sealed.

Figure F1 - 1: Construction of constant temperature enclosure.
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Figure F1 - 2: Tubes entering the constant temperature enclosure.

F2. Temperature Control System
Temperature inside the insulating box was controlled by a Thermo Electron Corporation
TM

HAAKE K10 water bath that is located outside of the box. The water bath circulates

constant temperature distilled water through 3/8” rubber tubing to a LytronTM radiator
(part # 4121G3) within the enclosure. The radiator is supported by bricks (Figure F2 - 1)
to provide unrestricted airflow to two 120 mm Comair RotronTM 24 VDC fans (model #
MC24B3) located on the underside of the radiator. A humidity sensor was zip-tied to the
outside of the brick and elevated roughly 1/4” above the Styrofoam base. This
arrangement circulates constant temperature air within the insulated enclosure (Figure
F2 - 2). From experimentation, it was found that setting the water bath to a temperature
of 25.4°C kept the interior of the box at 25.0°C± 0.4°C.
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Figure F2 - 1: Radiator fans inside the constant temperature enclosure.

Water Bath
Figure F2 - 2: Completed constant temperature enclosure.
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Appendix G: Thermoelectric Heating Units
The temperature differential across the test and outer columns was established by
placing a thermoelectric heating unit (THU) at each end of the paired columns. Each
THU is held at a constant temperature (set point) throughout the course of each
experiment. A temperature controller is employed to hold each THU at the set point, and
an individual power supply is required for each unit. The DC power supply delivers 12V
to power the fans directly and supplies power to the temperature controller, which then
modulates power to the Peltier devices. The control thermistor provides feedback to the
controller regarding actual temperature at the cold plate (Figure G1 - 1).

The primary components of a THU are: a Peltier device, cold plate, heat sink, and
cooling fan. Application of DC current to a Peltier device causes it to get warm on one
side and cool on the other. The THUs that were used in these experiments were
manufactured by TE Technology, Inc. TM (models CP-031 and CP-036); manufacturers
data sheets are shown below as Figures G1 - 2 and G1 - 3.

Each THU is controlled by a separate TE Technology, Inc. TM Thermoelectric Cooler
Temperature Controller model TC-48-20. The controller sends constant voltage pulses
of varying duration to the Peltier device at a rate that will keep the cold-plate
temperature constant at the set point (Figure G1 - 4). Temperature of the cold plate is
measured continuously using a model MP-3193 control thermistor that is bolted to the
cold plate.
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The temperature controllers are capable of operating over a range of -20°C to 100°C,
but must be wired to either heat-only or cool-only mode with respect to ambient
conditions. While typically used for cooling, the THUs can be used for heating by
reversing the polarity of the electrical current; i.e., switching the warm side to cool, and
vice versa. The modified configuration requires reversing the connections to the
negative and positive terminals on the controller between the THUs. Additionally, the
controller mode must be switched in the menu to be consistent with the wire
configuration. Despite alternating between normal and reverse modes, CP-031 always
maintained cooler temperatures, while CP-036 upheld the warm end of the thermal
gradient in all trials. In later trials, the benefit of running CP-031 in the normal
configuration was to increase the thermal potential between opposite ends of the
column and improve the prospective redistribution of heat and moisture. In some trials
both THUs ran in the reverse mode, in other trials one THU ran in the normal
configuration and one in the reverse configuration (Table G - 1).

Power for the THU’s and temperature controllers is sourced from two switching power
supplies (TE Technology, IncTM PS-12-8.4A, 12 V, 8.4 Amp or Mean WellTM RS-100-12,
12 V, 8.5 Amp). The wall outlet delivers 110 VAC to each power supply, where the
current is converted and output at 12 VDC. The output from each power supply is
routed to two devices – the fans on a THU and a temperature controller. Protective
fuses (7.5 Amp) were inserted on the positive terminals between the temperature
controllers and power supplies to safeguard against electrical overloads. The 12 VDC
current inputs directly to and powers the THU fans so that they run continuously. Fans
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provide a mechanism to cool the heat sinks and promote low thermal resistance within
the THUs.

Figure G1 - 1: Schematic of the wiring diagram for the CP-036 THU. The dashed red and blue
lines represent the reversible wires responsible for switching between heating and cooling
modes.
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CP-031
Specifications

TE Power (typical)1:

12 VDC at 4.5 A

TE Power (maximum)2:

12 VDC at 5.5 A

Hot-side Fan Power:

12 VDC at 0.24 A

Please review the product manual:
Thermoelectric Cooling Assembly
(TCA) Instruction Manual, FAQ’s and
related technical information, and
ordering information posted on our
web site before purchasing or using
this product.

NEMA Rating:

NA

Weight (kg):

0.9

Performance is based on unrestricted air
flow to fan and from air-flow outlets. Do
not operate if the ambient, heat sink, or
cold plate temperatures exceed 70 °C.
Do not operate fan at air temperatures
below -10 °C.

1Current,

at steady-state, is rated at +25 °C ambient, +25 °C cold plate, maximum heat removal. At -17 °C cold plate, the typical steady-state current is 4.4 A.

2Current,

at steady-state operation under-worst case conditions, is rated at -10 °C ambient, +70 °C cold plate, maximum heat removal.

101.6
63.5

NOTES:

19

80
41.9

1.

All dimensions in millimeters.

2.

Cold side shown in blue; hot
side shown in red.

3.

A 3D PDF, .igs, and .sldprt
solid models are also
available from the website.
Contact TE Technology for 3D
solid models in STEP or SAT
format.

1

2

3

4

5

6

19

4X M4 x 0.7 THREADING TAPPED 9.7 DEEP

25 DEEP HOLE with
M3 x 0.5 THREADING TAPPED 9.7 DEEP
for SENSOR MOUNTING
12.4

Download manual
www.tetech.com

AMBIENT-SIDE
AIR FLOW OUTLET

AMBIENT-SIDE
AIR FLOW OUTLET

43.9
91.2

AMBIENT-SIDE
AIR FLOW INLET

TE

®

TECHNOLOGY, INC.

RoHS Compliant
Directive 2011/65/EU

1590 Keane Drive
Traverse City, MI 49696-8257
www.tetech.com

TEL: 231-929-3966
FAX: 231-929-4163
email: cool@tetech.com

Expert Engineering, Precision Manufacturing: Quality Thermal Solutions Delivered
NOTE: All specifications are subject to change without notice.

© 2010 TE Technology, Inc.

Figure G1 - 2: Specifications for the CP-031 Peltier cold plate.
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CP-036
Specifications

TE Power (typical)1:

12 VDC at 4.7 A

TE Power (maximum)2:

12 VDC at 5.7 A

Hot-side Fan Power:

12 VDC at 0.58 A

Please review the product manual:
Thermoelectric Cooling Assembly
(TCA) Instruction Manual, FAQ’s and
related technical information, and
ordering information posted on our
web site before purchasing or using
this product.

NEMA Rating:

NA

Weight (kg):

1.8

Performance is based on unrestricted air
flow to fan and from air-flow outlets. Do
not operate if the ambient, heat sink, or
cold plate temperatures exceed 70 °C.
Do not operate fan at air temperatures
below -10 °C.

1Current,

at steady-state, is rated at +25 °C ambient, +25 °C cold plate, maximum heat removal. At -25 °C cold plate, the typical steady-state current is 4.5 A.

2Current,

at steady-state operation under-worst case conditions, is rated at -10 °C ambient, +70 °C cold plate, maximum heat removal.

152.4
12.7

127
101.6

25.4
19

63.5

23.5
19
104.6

NOTE:

127

41.9
80

A 3D PDF, .igs, and .sldprt solid
models are also available from the
website. Contact TE Technology for
3D solid models in STEP or SAT
4X M5 x 0.8 THREADING TAPPED 9.7 DEEP
format.
1

2

3

4

5

6

11.2

1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
2. COLD SIDE SHOWN IN BLUE;
HOT SIDE SHOWN IN RED.

4X M4 x 0.7 THREADING TAPPED 9.7 DEEP

25 DEEP HOLE with
M3 x 0.5 THREADING TAPPED 9.7 DEEP
for TEMPERATURE SENSOR MOUNTING

THREAD BOSS CAN BE USED
FOR MOUNTING

7.6

12.7
34.4
AMBIENT-SIDE
AIR FLOW OUTLET

48.5

AMBIENT-SIDE
AIR FLOW OUTLET

Download manual
www.tetech.com

3
38.4

113.9
AMBIENT-SIDE
AIR FLOW INLET

TE

®

TECHNOLOGY, INC.

RoHS Compliant
Directive 2011/65/EU

1590 Keane Drive
Traverse City, MI 49696-8257
www.tetech.com

TEL: 231-929-3966
FAX: 231-929-4163
email: cool@tetech.com

Expert Engineering, Precision Manufacturing: Quality Thermal Solutions Delivered
NOTE: All specifications are subject to change without notice.

© 2010 TE Technology, Inc.

CP-036 29-JUL-2015 Page 2 of 3

Figure G1 - 3: Specifications for the CP-036 Peltier cold plate.
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Figure G1 - 4: Wiring diagram for a single power supply for Temperature Controller Model TC48-20 . In heating mode, the wires connected to JP4 are reversed (red box) and the negative
terminal on Peltier plate connects to JP4-3, while JP4-4 connects to the positive terminal of the
temperature controller. The control thermistor connects to the controller through ports JP5-1 and
JP5-2. The controller registers the thermistors resistance, converts it to temperatures and
regulates the voltage sent to the Peltier device. Figure modified from TE Technology Inc.TM
Instruction Manual for Model TC-48-20 Temperature Controller.
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Experiment
#

CP-031
Reverse Mode

CP-036
Reverse Mode

CP-031
Normal Mode

CP-036
Normal Mode

1
X
X
2
X
X
3
X
X
4
X
X
5
X
X
6
X
X
7
X
X
8
X
X
9
X
X
10
X
X
11
X
X
Table G - 1: Summary table of the THU temperature configurations used during all experiments.
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Appendix H: Experiment Assembly and Disassembly
This appendix documents the steps involved in the assembly and disassembly of a
standard experiment. Our dual column approach mandated a highly-detailed assembly
process in order to achieve precise alignment and assure vapor tight seals. Packing the
test sand into the columns is covered elsewhere (Appendix J). The assembly and
disassembly procedures are described below.

H1: Assembly
H1.1: Assembling the Inner (Test) Column
The inner test column is composed of eight separate 1-cm PVC rings, plus two end
caps (Appendices B and C). Once the test column was assembled, it was filled with test
sand, and sealed before it was inserted into the experiment. The assembly process
proceeded as follows:
1. A 15-cm long piece of 1” diameter PVC rod was used as a mandrel to keep the rings
and end caps in alignment during assembly. The mandrel was placed in one end
cap (T1). The remaining rings were stacked in numerical order (T2-T10) and
oriented so the thermocouple wires aligned (Figure H1.1 - 1). The aluminum plug
accompanying T10 was set aside until the column was ready for sealing.
2. Layers of silicon and electrical tape were tightly wrapped around the entire column to
seal any gaps between the rings to provide structural support by fastening the rings
in place, and seal against vapor loss (Figure H1.1 - 2). The mandrel was removed
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after the column was taped. A side experiment found that multiple layers of electrical
tape provided the most effective seal, leading to the decision to replace the silicone
tape with additional layers of electrical tape. This modification took effect prior to
Exp. 08.
3. Sand and DI water were added to the column following the procedures described in
Appendix J. Once the column was filled, the second aluminum plug was inserted into
the T10 end cap.
4. Heat transfer gel (Super LubeTM Silicone Heat Sink Compound) was applied to the
aluminum plugs to maximize thermal transfer from the THU’s into the column.
5. Segments of the outer column were affixed to the cool CP-036 THU, and the sealed
test column was nested within the outer column, such that T1 would be adjacent to
the cool boundary. The outer column was secured to the aluminum plates by
threading four 10-32 x 3/8 screw through the box ears and into the plates. The end
plate connectors were bolted to the larger CP-036 THU, as it was easier to
maneuver the small CP-031 THU into place (Figure H1.1 - 3).
6. The smaller CP-031 THU was secured by first aligning the four support rods with the
designated holes on the aluminum plate. Next, the screw body on the aluminum
plate hooks into the rear mount hole on the T10 end cap, which stabilizes the test
column until the front mounting screws are secured (Figure H1.1 - 4). Once
alignment of the outer column was assured, the nuts on the support rods were
tightened.
7. Once the rods were bolted, the entire system was repositioned horizontally, with all
thermocouple wires exiting through the top and the windows on the outer column
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oriented upwards for ease of access (Figure H1.1 - 5). This configuration provided
access to the front mount hole to implant the single screw responsible for bolting the
T10 end cap to the aluminum plate. The end of each thermocouple wire has a
female connector, which mates with a male connector that is wired to the data logger
(Appendix I).

Figure H1.1 - 1: Stacked test column with the PVC mandrel protruding from the top.
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Figure H1.1 - 2: Strips of silicone and PVC electrical tape were wrapped around the test column.

Figure H1.1 - 3: Inner column nestled inside the partially assembled outer column on the CP036 THU.
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Figure H1.1 - 4: Post (rear center), protruding from the aluminum plate, aligns with the matching
hole in end cap T10.

Figure H1.1 - 5: Completed outer column, shown with the framework connectors and THUs
assembled.
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H1.2: Final Assembly of the Outer Column
After assembling the test column and mounting it between the THU’s, the outer column
was partially assembled. This section of the appendix describes how the outer column
was completed.
1. Multiple layers of electrical tape were wrapped along the entire intersection of the
two box junctions for the dual purpose of preventing soil fallout and minimizing
evaporation.
2. Dry sand was funneled into the column, followed by enough DI water to produce
moisture conditions similar to the inner column (Appendix J).
3. PVC window inserts were positioned in the box windows to seal the column
(Figure H1.2 - 1).
4. The entire outer column was wrapped in layers of tape, followed by a final
fiberglass insulation layer to further limit the influence of environmental signals
(Figure H1.2 - 2). The piece of fiberglass was long enough to produce a slight
overlap.
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Figure H1.2 - 1: Comparison between the covered and uncovered box windows.

Figure H1.2 - 2: Outer column and aluminum plate edges, wrapped in 3” thick fiberglass
insulation.
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H1.3: Leveling the Column
Riser blocks were inserted under the heat sinks attached to each THU in order to raise
both of them off the floor of the enclosure, thus preventing damage in case of a water
leak. The heat sinks on the two THU’s are of different heights, so a leveling block was
fabricated to place under one THU and bring the test column to a horizontal orientation.
1. Two 2” riser blocks were cut from acrylic plate.
2. A third piece of acrylic was cut to a thickness of 1”, and then milled to a final
thickness of 0.7”. Afterwards it was screwed to one of the 2” blocks and placed
underneath the shorter CP-031 THU.

H2: Disassembly
Upon completion of each experiment, the test column was extracted to allow
measurement of moisture content in each ring and end cap. With small differences, the
disassembly process was generally conducted in the reverse order from which the
experiment was assembled.

H2.1: Extracting the Test Column
The outer column was dismantled to access the test column housed inside. These steps
describe that process:
1. After shutting down the THU’s, the fiberglass insulation was removed, the tape
sealing the outer column was stripped away, and the window inserts were lifted
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out using a slotted screwdriver. The sand was removed from the outer column to
expose the inner column (Figure H2.1 - 1).
2. A plastic spoon was used to remove small loads of sand from the outer column,
revealing the nested test column. The single screw securing T10 end cap to the
aluminum plate was then removed.
3. The experiment was repositioned to vertical, with the smaller THU in the air.
Next, the nuts on the support rods were disconnected from the aluminum plate
holding the THU, allowing it and half the outer column to be removed. At the end
of this step, the upper half of the inner test column was exposed.
4. Any remaining loose sand was removed from the outer column to provide access
to the T1 end cap. The screws attaching the end cap to the cool THU were
removed and the inner test column was extracted intact.
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Figure H2.1 - 1: Exposed inner column. Note, the front screw on the right connects T10 to the
smaller CP-031 THU.

H2.2: Disassembling the Test Column
To acquire moisture content measurements for the test sands contained in individual
rings, each ring had to be separated from the test column so that it could be weighed
and dried independently. Preliminary drying tests determined that the experimental
sands could be effectively dried at 50°C for 48 hours. This relatively low temperature
was employed to protect the PVC sample rings from heat damage. This portion of the
appendix discusses the disassembly of the inner test column:
1. Following removal from the main apparatus, the test column was placed on a
large tray and moved to a position adjacent to an electronic balance (precision of
0.01 g).
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2. Beginning at the top of the column (end cap T10), the tape sealing the uppermost
ring was carefully removed. A sharpened paint scraper (5” x 4.5” x 0.17”) was
gently slid underneath the ring. The scraper was then used to transfer the ring
and its contents onto an aluminum weighing dish (Figure H2.2 - 1). The
associated thermocouple (and aluminum plug for the end cap) was also placed
on the weighing dish.
3. Immediately after removing each ring, the exposed column surface was covered
with a piece of Parafilm™ to minimize evaporation during further disassembly
(Figure H2.2 - 2). The Parafilm™ was removed before the rings were placed in
the oven because it was susceptible to melting in the warm temperatures.
4. The weighing dish and contents were transferred to the balance to obtain the
moist mass.
5. Fresh sets of weigh papers were placed underneath the test column as each
individual ring was separated as a way to capture any fallout, which was then
added to the aluminum dish.
6. Steps 2-5 were repeated for each ring until the column was fully disassembled.
7. Sample rings and aluminum dishes were placed into the oven for 48 hours, then
weighed to obtain the dry mass. For each ring and end cap, the difference
between the moist and dry masses was taken to be the moisture present at the
end of the experiment.
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Figure H2.2 - 1: A ring and thermocouple situated on the aluminum dish, ready to be dried.

Figure H2.2 - 2: Parafilm barrier prevents moisture loss from the rings before they are
transferred to a scale and weighed.
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Appendix I: Data Acquisition

I1: Sensors
A total of 13 external sensors were used in these experiments. Sensor specifications
are provided below:

I1.1: HoneywellTM HIH 4010 Humidity Sensor
The HIH 4010 is an uncovered integrated humidity sensor that measures relative
humidity over the range from 0 to 100%. The sensor was zip tied to the outside of a
brick and elevated roughly ¼” above the Styrofoam base of the constant temperature
enclosure (Appendix F). The sensor is powered by 5 VDC and returns a voltage signal
(0-5 VDC) that is linearly proportional to relative humidity. Voltage readings are
converted to relative humidity using the following manufacturer-supplied relationship,
which is stated to be appropriate at 25˚C:
𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

(C(B*O'q>r.tuv)
r.rwrx

[18]

I1.2: Thermocouples - OmegaTM Type T (5TC-TT-T-30-36)
The eleven thermocouples used in these experiments are composed of 0.010” diameter
Copper-Constantan wires surrounded by Teflon insulation. The wire leads are 40
inches, and are each terminated with a labeled female connector. Functions internal to
the data logger were used to convert thermocouple readings into degrees Celsius.
Thermocouples were mounted to individual sample rings (Appendix B).
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https://s.campbellsci.com/documents/us/product-brochures/b_cr23x.pdf

http://www.omega.com/pptst/OSTW_HST_OSTW.html

I2: Equipment and Setup
A data acquisition system was employed to collect data from the experiment. The
primary components were placed adjacent to the temperature enclosure (Figure I2 - 1),
and the associated power supplies were located on a separate counter behind the
enclosure (Figure I2 - 2).

Figure I2 - 1: Annotated image showing primary components of the data acquisition system.
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1. Campbell ScientificTM CR23X Data Logger: The data logger is used to collect and
store measurements acquired during each experiment. The thermocouples and
the humidity sensor are directly connected to the data logger. The data logger
has been elevated off the table in the event of a water leak.
2. Campbell ScientificTM PS100 12V Power Supply: Converts 18 VAC to 12 VDC to
run the data logger and serves as a battery backup in the event of a power
failure. The 18 VAC is supplied by a remote mounted transformer (next figure).
3. Male Thermocouple Connectors: These connectors allow the thermocouples in
the test column to be easily disconnected from the data logger between trials.
Each connector was labeled to match a specific thermocouple.
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Figure I2 - 2: Annotated image showing the power supplies for the THUs, temperature
controllers, radiator fans, humidity sensor and the data logger. Each power supply is plugged
into a single power strip.

1. Enclosure containing an Omega PST-5 Regulated Power Supply: The power
supply delivers steady 5 VDC output to the humidity sensor. The negative
terminal of the power supply is connected to the data logger to provide a
reference voltage for the humidity sensor.
2. KeyenceTM KV-V3: Delivers 24 VDC to the fans and radiator, and 18 VAC supply
to the data logger.
3. Electrical Power Strip: Increases the number of available plugs to power
electrical equipment.
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I3: Data Acquisition
The Campbell ScientificTM PC400 software package was used to monitor sensors during
experimentation. A custom program was developed and communicated sensor types
and data collection intervals with the data logger. Raw data files were downloaded
directly from the data logger to the PC400 software, resaved as .csv files, and then
edited in MicrosoftTM Excel. A total of 13 sensors were monitored: 11 thermocouples, 1
humidity sensor, and 1 reference temperature housed within the data logger. Each
sensor was queried sequentially at ten-minute intervals, with the data placed into
temporary storage. At 60-minute intervals, the average of the preceding six
measurements was placed into permanent storage. Voltages recorded by the humidity
sensors were used to convert to relative humidity. The thermocouples give an output in
degrees Celsius based on an internal reference temperature from the data logger.
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Appendix J: Experimental Sand and Packing the Columns
Porous media used throughout this thesis consisted of washed and sieved silica sands.
These materials were selected for being durable, homogeneous, isotropic, chemically
inert, and hydrophilic. These properties isolate system behavior from the physical and
chemical heterogeneity inherent in natural soils. This appendix discusses: (1) the steps
used to prepare each sand, (2) the packing techniques for the test and outer columns,
and (3) the calculation of moisture content and porosity.

J1: Washed 30-40 Mesh Medium Grained Sand
A narrow distribution (30-40 mesh) washed sand (Figure J1 - 1) was prepared as
follows:

Figure J1 - 1: 30-40 mesh medium grained sand, next to a toothpick for scale.
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J1.1: Preparation
Commercially available QuikreteTM medium construction sand, 99.0-99.9% by weight
crystalline silica quartz, underwent an initial rinse in deionized (DI) water, followed by an
overnight bath in a weak Trisodium Phosphate (TSP) solution (1 ounce of TSP to 32
ounces of DI water). This process removed easily soluble minerals, and most of the fine
dust adhered to the sand grains. The TSP solution was drained, then the sand was wet
sieved. The remaining fraction passed through a #30 sieve but was retained on a #40
sieve. The result was a very well sorted, well rounded to sub-angular silica sand with a
size ranging between 0.595 and 0.420 mm.

The sieved sand was rinsed in 16 ounce KerrTM wide mouth mason jars. After adding
sand, the jar was filled with DI water, sealed, agitated for 5 minutes, and rinsed. This
step was repeated three times to ensure all the TSP had been removed. Uncapped
mason jars were placed in a drying oven for 24 hours at 110°C. The jars were removed
from the oven, set aside to cool, and capped to prevent contamination. These steps
were repeated until ~ 2 liters of sand was prepared. Throughout the preparation
process, the sand was only in contact with clean plastic, glass, and nitrile gloves.

J1.2: Packing the Columns
The test and outer columns were filled with dry sand prior to adding DI water. This
approach was selected to minimize the formation of: large pores, preferential pathways
along column walls, and stratification, all of which can be problematic when packing
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moist sands into small diameter columns. Dry packing also promotes uniformity
between trials. For each trial, the outer column was packed to a porosity and moisture
content similar to the test column.

J1.2a: Test Column
The empty test column was placed on an electronic balance, which was then set to
zero. Dry sand was slowly streamed into the column through a funnel. Once full, the
column’s exterior edge was lightly tapped to compact the sand. If necessary, small
amounts of sand were added to top off the column. The mass of sand added was then
recorded. The scale was zeroed again before adding a predetermined volume of DI
water (Table J1.1a). The second aluminum plug was then inserted to seal the column.
This packing technique was employed for Exp. 01 and 02.

J1.2b: Outer Column
A plastic funnel was inserted through an open box window, and enough dry sand was
added to completely cover the test column. The total mass of sand was calculated by
weighing the sand filled mason jar before and after the addition. Deionized water was
added through the same opening until the desired moisture content was achieved
(Table J1.1a). The moisture content is the same for both columns. This technique was
followed for all experiments.
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Column

Total Volume
3
(cm )

Mass of soil
(g)

Mass of water
(g)

Saturation
(%)

Test (Exp. 01)

54.74

54.63

6.59

19

Outer (Exp. 01)

1,041.40

1,004.36

79.00

12

Test (Exp. 02)

54.74

81.22

9.65

40

Outer (Exp. 02)

1,041.40

1,004.76

79.02

12

Table J1.1a: Experiments 01 and 02 were packed with medium grained sand to a target initial
moisture content of 12%. The mass of water added to each column was determined by
multiplying the mass of dry sand by 12%. Values from specific experiments are labeled
appropriately. Final moisture conditions were expressed as Saturation, using the equation:
𝑆=

z{

[19]

zU

where Vw is the volume of water (cm3) and Vv is the volume of voids (cm3).

J1.3: Porosity
The volume of solid (Vs) material inside the columns is determined by:

Vs =

•€
T•

[20]

where ρq is the density of quartz (2.65 g/cm3). The fractional value of porosity is then
calculated as:
z

1-( z€ )
…

[21]

Porosity data is shown below in Table J1.1b. The Ms (54.74 g) and Mw (6.59 g) used to
fill the test column in Exp. 01 were underestimated by about half due to a computational
error. This miscalculation was not discovered until post-experimental data processing.
The same error impacted the Mw added to the outer column (Table J1.1a).
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Column

Total Volume
3
(cm )

Volume of
3
solids (cm )

Volume of
3
voids (cm )

Bulk Density
3
(g/cm )

Porosity
(%)

Test (Exp. 01)

54.74

20.62

34.12

1.00

62

Outer (Exp. 01)

1,041.40

379.00

662.42

0.96

64

Test (Exp. 02)

54.74

30.65

24.09

1.48

44

Outer (Exp. 02)

1,041.40

379.15

662.25

0.96

64

Table J1.1b: Volume and mass relationships for experiments containing medium grained sand,
packed to a target initial moisture content of 12%. The discrepancies in porosities, bulk densities
and volumes between the trials is due to an error that results in a lower Ms added to the inner
column in Exp. 01.

J2: QuikreteTM Premium Fine Grained Play Sand
After experiments using the medium grained sand led to inconclusive results (Appendix
K), a fine grained QuikreteTM quartz sand was selected to test the method under a
different set of conditions and soil moisture properties. In general, finer grained material
(Figure J2-1) provides increased surface area, stronger matric forces, lower porosity,
and higher bulk density. These characteristics were expected to enhance moisture
transport. The higher bulk density and lower porosity should also increase the thermal
conductivity of the system and create more favorable conditions for redistribution.
Additionally, utilizing a finer grained sand should decrease the likelihood of preferential
sidewall which could lead to biased results (Sentenac et al., 2001).

Two batches of play sand were used throughout experimentation, each with slightly
different particle size distributions (Figure J2-2). The first batch of play sand was used
to fill every column except the outer column in Exp. 11. Prior to use, the sand from the
second batch was dried at 110°C for 24 hours and run through a #60 sieve. This section
describes the preparation process for the first batch of fine grained play sand.
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Figure J2 - 1: Fine grained play sand, next to a toothpick for scale.

Figure J2 - 2: Particle size distribution for the both batches of fine grained play sand. The
percentage fractions are shown as a histogram, plotted against the standard U.S. sieve class (xaxis). The sample mass in each test sieve was determined by weighing and assigning it as a
percentage of the sum of the individual fractions.
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J2.1: Preparation
The preparation steps for the play sand were simplified from the previous sand. Thin
layers of the play sand were dry sieved on U.S. #60 and U.S. #70 sieves. Material that
passed through the #60 sieve but was retained on the #70 sieve (0.250-0.210 mm) was
used for experimentation. After sieving, the play sand underwent three rinses in DI
water before being transferred into glass PyrexTM dishes, placed inside an oven set to
110°C and allowed to dry for 24 hours. Once removed from the oven, the sand was
stored in airtight mason jars. Throughout the preparation process, the sand was only in
contact with clean plastic, glass, and nitrile gloves.

J2.2: Packing the Columns
Based on experience with the previous sand, we elected to create a more uniform initial
moisture distribution in the test column by dry packing sand in small 2 or 1-cm lifts, with
the predetermined mass of water added after each lift. Water was added using a 10-mL
disposable syringe. This incremental method was used to fill the column. Similar to the
method described in J1.2, a dry packing technique was implemented since it prevented
undesirable clumping and the formation of large pore spaces.
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J2.2a: Test Column 2-cm Lifts
Masses of dry sand were weighed and stored on aluminum trays labeled with
corresponding distances along the column (i.e., 0-2 cm, 2-4 cm, etc.). Beginning with 02 cm, the contents of a single tray were placed over the column, funneled inside and
compacted by lightly tapping the exterior column wall. Deionized water was dropped
onto the sand to achieve the desired 12% or 5% moisture content (Tables J2.2a; Table
J2.2b). The mass of water inside the syringe was calculated and weighed on a scale in
advance. Before the next interval of sand, the surface of each wet sand interval was
lightly scarified to improve connectivity between layers (Plummer, 2004). The same
technique was used to pack the remaining 2-cm intervals. If necessary, small loads of
sand were used to top off the column. The second aluminum plug was placed in
position following the final addition of water. Experiments 03-05 used this packing
technique.

J2.2b: Test Column 1-cm Lifts
The packing method was modified a second time when final moisture content profiles
were continued to show strong influence from the initial moisture distribution and
showed minimal redistribution. The packing technique for this method is identical to the
2-cm lift approach, except that the additions were made in smaller 1-cm increments.
Masses of sand were weighed and stored on aluminum trays labeled with
corresponding thermocouple numbers (i.e., T1, T2, etc.). The column was packed,
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following the steps described in J2.2a. Experiments 06-11 followed this packing
technique with a 5% initial moisture content (Table J2.2b).

J2.2c: Outer Column
The packing method for the outer column is described above in section J1.2b.

Column

Column Volume
3
(cm )

Mass of Dry Sand
(g)

Mass of Water
(g)

Saturation (%)
±SD

Test

54.74

88.27

10.57

49±0.01

Outer

1,041.40

1,564.75

187.77

42±0.11

Table J2.2a: Experiments 03 and 04 were packed with the fine grained sand to 12% initial
moisture content. The standard deviations (SD) illustrate that the saturation for the test column
was more consistently than the outer column’s more variable values. The mass of water was
determined by multiplying the mass of dry sand by 12%. The displayed values were taken from
Exp. 04 data.

Column

Column Volume
3
(cm )

Mass of Dry Sand
(g)

Mass of Water
(g)

Saturation (%)
±SD

Test

54.74

88.15

4.28

20±0.01

Outer

1,041.40

1,684.78

84.24

21±0.06

Table J2.2b: Experiments 05-11 were packed with the fine grained sand to a 5% initial moisture
content. The standard deviations (SD) illustrate that the saturation for the test column was more
consistently than the outer column’s more variable values. The mass of water was determined
by multiplying the mass of dry sand by 5%. Values taken from Exp. 08.
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J2.3: Porosity
The procedure for calculating the porosity is identical to that described in section J1.3.
Tables J2.3a and J2.3b contain the porosity data. The fine grained sand had an
estimated porosity of ~39%.

Column

Column Volume
3
(cm )

Volume of
3
solids (cm )

Volume of
3
voids (cm )

Bulk Density
3
(g/cm )

Porosity
(%)

Test

54.74

33.31

21.43

1.61

0.39

Outer

1,041.40

590.47

450.93

1.50

0.43

Table J2.3a: Volume and mass relationships for the fine grained sands, packed to 12% initial
moisture content. Values taken from Exp. 04.

Column

Column Volume
3
(cm )

Volume of
3
solids (cm )

Volume of
3
voids (cm )

Bulk Density
3
(g/cm )

Porosity
(%)

Test

54.74

33.26

21.48

1.61

0.39

Outer

1,041.40

635.77

405.63

1.62

0.39

Table J2.3b: Volume and mass relationships for the fine grained sands, packed to 5% initial
moisture content. Values taken from Exp. 08.
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Appendix K: Results
This appendix documents all experiments performed for this thesis (successes and
failures). The main experiments are described in K.1 and side experiments in K.2;
subsections are titled according to the experiment number. Data from individual
experiments includes summary tables for basic textural soil properties, moisture data
and temperature data (note: all initial temperature excludes the first hour, and final
temperature data extends through the final hour of experimentation, unless stated
otherwise).

K1: Main Experiments

K1.1: Experiment 1 - Failed
This experiment had the longest run time of any trial (Table K1.1a). Both THUs were set
to the warm configuration and set to maintain 26°C to 31°C thermal gradient. The
experiment was completed successfully. However, Parafilm™ intended to minimize
evaporation melted over the sample rings in the 110°C oven.
In subsequent experiments, drying temperature was lowered to 50°C for 48 hours.
Parafilm™ used during disassembly was removed before sample rings went into the
oven.
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Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

35 days, 6 hours, 32

0.5

Medium Grained Sand

Table K1.1a: General conditions for Experiment 1.

mins

Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

62

12.0

19

Outer

64

8

12

Table K1.1b: Experiment 1 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.

Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

Tf (°C)

Average T ± SD (°C)

T1

0.5

25.20

26.69

26.74 ± 0.13

T2

1.5

24.70

26.89

26.91 ± 0.12

T3

2.5

24.31

27.03

27.05 ± 0.14

T4

3.5

27.06

27.31

27.29 ± 0.15

T5

4.5

23.87

27.54

27.51 ± 0.17

T6

5.5

23.85

27.78

27.74 ± 0.17

T7

6.5

24.11

28.19

28.13 ± 0.16

T8

7.5

24.65

28.80

28.63 ± 0.16

T9

8.5

25.37

29.35

29.07 ± 0.20

T10

9.5

27.25

30.71

30.20 ± 0.30

Room

NA

23.32

23.12

22.92 ± 0.37

Temp Enclosure

NA

25.32

24.95

24.86 ± 0.49

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

27.93 ± 0.06

Table K1.1c: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 1.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.
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K1.2: Experiment 2 - Successful
This experiment was performed as a replicate of Exp. 01. After this experiment, we
concluded that the medium grained sand did not have sufficient capillary forces to
redistribute moisture across the column.

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

31 days, 23 hours, 17 mins

0.5

Medium Grained Sand

Table K1.2a: General conditions for Experiment 2.

Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

44

11.9

27

Outer

64

8

12

Table K1.2b: Experiment 2 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.

Location

Distance (cm)

𝜃i (g)

𝜃f (g)

T1

0.5

NR

0.54

∆𝜃
(g)
NR

T2

1.5

NR

0.38

NR

T3

2.5

NR

0.42

NR

T4

3.5

NR

0.46

NR

T5

4.5

NR

0.49

NR

T6

5.5

NR

0.52

NR

T7

6.5

NR

0.57

NR

T8

7.5

NR

0.75

NR

T9

8.5

NR

0.87

NR

T10

9.5

NR

0.83

NR

Full Column

NA

6.59

5.83

-0.76

Table K1.2c: Initial (𝜃i), final (𝜃f), and the change in moisture conditions (∆𝜃) within the test
column. The negative sign indicates a net loss in total moisture. Abbreviations: NA, not
applicable.
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Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

Tf (°C)

Average T ± SD (°C)

T1

0.5

26.60

26.71

26.91 ± 0.39

T2

1.5

26.74

26.87

27.17 ± 0.42

T3

2.5

27.03

27.21

27.56 ± 0.48

T4

3.5

27.40

27.61

27.92 ± 0.53

T5

4.5

27.81

27.96

28.23 ± 0.57

T6

5.5

28.33

28.41

28.67 ± 0.61

T7

6.5

28.74

28.78

29.06 ± 0.65

T8

7.5

29.28

29.37

29.56 ± 0.70

T9

8.5

29.77

29.96

30.06 ± 0.74

T10

9.5

30.24

30.61

30.59 ± 0.79

Room

NA

23.09

22.68

22.91 ± 0.47

Temp Enclosure

NA

25.74

24.11

24.16 ± 0.37

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

28.57 ± 0.13

Table K1.2d: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 2.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.

K1.3: Experiment 3 - Successful
The purpose of this experiment was to test the performance of the play sand and
evaluate the success of the 2-cm lift packing method. Both THUs were set to the warm
configuration and set to maintain 28°C to 33°C to increase the temperature difference
with the air in the temperature enclosure (Appendix F).

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

13 days, 19 hours, 42 mins

0.5

Fine Grained Sand

Table K1.3a: General conditions for Experiment 3.
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Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Test

39

12.1

Saturation
(%)
50

Outer

44

8

27

Table K1.3b: Experiment 3 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.

Location

Distance (cm)

𝜃i (g)

𝜃f (g)

∆𝜃 (g)

T1

0.5

NR

0.93

NR

T2

1.5

2.12

1.24

NR

T3

2.5

NR

1.07

NR

T4

3.5

2.16

1.30

NR

T5

4.5

NR

0.79

NR

T6

5.5

2.14

1.19

NR

T7

6.5

NR

0.86

NR

T8

7.5

2.17

1.08

NR

T9

8.5

NR

1.01

NR

T10

9.5

2.15

1.50

NR

Full Column

NA

10.74

10.97

+0.23

Table K1.3c: Initial (𝜃i), final (𝜃f), and the change in moisture conditions (∆𝜃) within the test
column. The positive sign indicates a net gain in total moisture (𝜃T). Abbreviations: NA, not
applicable.
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Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

Tf (°C)

Average T ± SD (°C)

T1

0.5

27.84

28.71

28.68 ± 0.06

T2

1.5

27.79

29.05

29.02 ± 0.08

T3

2.5

27.91

29.43

29.41 ± 0.09

T4

3.5

28.10

29.79

29.80 ± 0.10

T5

4.5

28.38

30.16

30.17 ± 0.11

T6

5.5

28.77

30.57

30.62 ± 0.12

T7

6.5

29.26

31.14

31.11 ± 0.11

T8

7.5

29.86

31.63

31.60 ± 0.11

T9

8.5

30.45

32.05

32.03 ± 0.11

T10

9.5

31.64

32.97

32.95 ± 0.11

Room

NA

22.22

23.62

23.39 ± 0.37

Temp Enclosure

NA

24.97

25.13

25.12 ± 0.03

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

30.54 ± 0.10

Table K1.3d: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 3.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.

K1.4: Experiment 4 - Successful
The purpose of this experiment was to observe the effect of doubling the thermal
gradient. In theory, redistribution should increase with thermal energy input to the
system. Both THUs were on the warm configuration and set to maintain 23°C to 33°C. It
was found that a combination of moderate porosities, high saturations and a doubled
thermal gradient did not produce evidence for redistribution.

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

15 days, 6 hours 8 mins

1.0

Fine Grained Sand

Table K1.4a: General conditions for Experiment 4.
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Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

39

11.9

49

Outer

43

12

42

Table K1.4b: Experiment 4 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.

Location

Distance (cm)

𝜃i (g)

𝜃f (g)

∆𝜃 (g)

T1

0.5

NR

0.97

NR

T2

1.5

2.13

1.21

NR

T3

2.5

NR

0.56

NR

T4

3.5

2.11

1.25

NR

T5

4.5

NR

0.29

NR

T6

5.5

2.11

1.34

NR

T7

6.5

NR

0.80

NR

T8

7.5

2.11

1.10

NR

T9

8.5

NR

0.90

NR

T10

9.5

2.11

1.47

NR

Full Column

NA

10.57

9.89

-0.68

Table K1.4c: Initial (𝜃i), final (𝜃f), and the change in moisture conditions (∆𝜃) within the test
column. The negative sign indicates a net loss in total moisture. Abbreviations: NA, not
applicable.
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Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

Tf (°C)

Average T ± SD (°C)

T1

0.5

23.47

23.63

23.66 ± 0.20

T2

1.5

24.37

24.80

24.81 ± 0.12

T3

2.5

25.00

25.54

25.54 ± 0.09

T4

3.5

25.63

26.24

26.23 ± 0.07

T5

4.5

26.32

26.93

26.94 ± 0.08

T6

5.5

27.09

27.76

27.74 ± 0.12

T7

6.5

27.88

28.50

28.47 ± 0.16

T8

7.5

28.70

29.24

29.22 ± 0.20

T9

8.5

29.51

29.98

29.94 ± 0.25

T10

9.5

30.49

30.85

30.81 ± 0.32

Room

NA

22.62

23.72

23.24 ± 0.42

Temp Enclosure

NA

25.03

25.11

25.07 ± 0.05

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

27.33 ± 0.16

Table K1.4d: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 4.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.

K1.5: Experiment 5 - Failed
This experiment was terminated after 18 hours due to the water bath (Appendix E)
freezing overnight. One THU was set to the warm configuration (33°C), the other to the
cold setting (23°C) to increase the thermal energy difference within the column. These
temperature conditions are maintained for all remaining experiments. No usable
temperature or moisture data was recorded for this experiment.

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

0 days, 18 hours, 46 mins

1.0

Fine Grained Sand

Table K1.5a: General conditions for Experiment 5.
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Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

40

5.3

21

Outer

61

5

8

Table K1.5b: Experiment 5 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.

K1.6: Experiment 6 - Successful
This experiment was a replicate of Exp. 05, however unusually low temperatures
recorded at T10 prompted us to disassemble the experiment early. Recorded
temperatures from T10 were approximately 0.60°C below average (31.01°C ± 0.28°C)
from experiments exposed to the same temperature gradient (Exp. 04–11). It is
suspected that a small air gap developed between the aluminum plug and the sand
which disrupted the thermal conduction of heat into the test column.

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

6 days, 17 hours, 28 mins

1.0

Fine Grained Sand

Table K1.6a: General conditions for Experiment 6.

Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

39

4.60

19

Outer

61

5

8

Table K1.6b: Experiment 6 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.
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Location

Distance (cm)

𝜃i (g)

𝜃f (g)

∆𝜃 (g)

T1

0.5

0.41

0.57

0.16

T2

1.5

0.41

0.55

0.14

T3

2.5

0.41

0.55

0.14

T4

3.5

0.40

0.56

0.16

T5

4.5

0.41

1.13

0.72

T6

5.5

0.40

0.46

0.06

T7

6.5

0.40

0.46

0.06

T8

7.5

0.41

0.26

-0.15

T9

8.5

0.40

0.17

-0.23

T10

9.5

0.41

0.07

-0.34

Full Column

NA

4.06

4.78

+0.72

Table K1.6c: Initial (𝜃i), final (𝜃f), and the change in moisture conditions (∆𝜃) within the test
column. The positive sign indicates a net gain in total moisture. Abbreviations: NA, not
applicable.

Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

Tf (°C)

Average T ± SD (°C)

T1

0.5

22.88

23.31

23.52 ± 0.11

T2

1.5

23.34

24.11

24.46 ± 0.18

T3

2.5

23.80

24.75

25.23 ± 0.24

T4

3.5

24.59

25.45

26.04 ± 0.30

T5

4.5

25.14

25.90

26.64 ± 0.34

T6

5.5

25.92

26.58

27.41 ± 0.39

T7

6.5

26.50

27.16

28.06 ± 0.43

T8

7.5

27.20

27.83

28.70 ± 0.46

T9

8.5

27.97

28.82

29.36 ± 0.44

T10

9.5

29.21

30.44

30.41 ± 0.30

Room

NA

22.95

23.45

23.41 ± 0.27

Temp Enclosure

NA

24.98

25.05

25.12 ± 0.03

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

26.57 ± 0.32

Table: K1.6d: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 6.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.
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K1.7: Experiment 7 – Failed
The purpose of this experiment was to test a 1-cm lift packing method (Appendix J).
Final moisture measurements indicated 91% of the initial moisture content had
evaporated from the test column. The data made it difficult to identify exactly where the
leak occurred but it is likely that it was a gradual leak through the sealed openings
between rings.

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

29 days, 19 hours, 22 mins

1.0

Fine Grained Sand

Table K1.7a: General conditions for Experiment 7.

Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

38

4.50

19

Outer

48

5

14

Table K1.7b: Experiment 7 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.
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𝜃i (g)

𝜃f (g)

∆𝜃 (g)

T1

Distance
(cm)
0.5

0.40

0.18

-0.22

T2

1.5

0.40

0.07

-0.33

T3

2.5

0.41

0.00

-0.41

T4

3.5

0.41

0.02

-0.39

T5

4.5

0.40

0.03

-0.37

T6

5.5

0.40

0.01

-0.39

T7

6.5

0.40

0.02

-0.38

T8

7.5

0.40

0.00

-0.40

T9

8.5

0.40

0.01

-0.39

T10

9.5

0.40

0.01

-0.39

Full Column

NA

4.02

0.35

-3.67

Location

Table K1.7c: Initial (𝜃i), final (𝜃f), and the change in moisture conditions (∆𝜃) within the test
column. The negative sign indicates a net loss in total moisture. Abbreviations: NA, not
applicable.

Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

Tf (°C)

Average T ± SD (°C)

T1

0.5

22.36

23.40

23.42 ± 0.17

T2

1.5

22.63

24.29

24.16 ± 0.22

T3

2.5

22.69

25.15

24.75 ± 0.27

T4

3.5

22.79

25.83

25.30 ± 0.30

T5

4.5

22.83

26.52

25.91 ± 0.37

T6

5.5

22.92

27.32

26.68 ± 0.43

T7

6.5

22.99

28.10

27.47 ± 0.49

T8

7.5

23.37

28.80

28.21 ± 0.51

T9

8.5

24.39

29.85

29.32 ± 0.52

T10

9.5

26.03

30.89

30.52 ± 0.44

Room

NA

22.81

23.78

23.65 ± 0.24

Temp Enclosure

NA

24.52

25.12

25.12 ± 0.03

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

26.57 ± 0.37

Table K1.7d: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 7.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.
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K1.8: Experiment 8 – Successful
The purpose of this experiment was to determine if moisture redistribution was
occurring, and to evaluate degree of the movement. Two identically packed columns
were placed inside the temperature enclosure – one in the apparatus, the second was
placed horizontally on the bottom insulation panel. After 48 hours, the experiment was
disassembled and the moisture content was measured following the standard
procedure. The second column was used to evaluate capillary-driven flow in the
absence of a thermal gradient. Data showed moisture redistribution following the same
trends observed by Globus and Gee (1995).

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

2 days, 1 hour, 39 mins

1.0

Fine Grained Sand

Table K1.8a: General conditions for Experiment 8.

Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

39

4.80

20

Outer

39

5

21

Table K1.8b: Experiment 8 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.
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Location

Distance (cm)

𝜃i (g)

𝜃f (g)

∆𝜃 (g)

T1

0.5

0.41

0.46

0.05

T2

1.5

0.41

0.45

0.04

T3

2.5

0.42

0.48

0.06

T4

3.5

0.40

0.47

0.07

T5

4.5

0.41

0.45

0.04

T6

5.5

0.40

0.43

0.03

T7

6.5

0.40

0.40

0.00

T8

7.5

0.41

0.34

-0.07

T9

8.5

0.41

0.46

0.05

T10

9.5

0.41

0.20

-0.21

Full Column

NA

4.08

4.14

+0.06

Table K1.8c: Initial (𝜃i), final (𝜃f), and the change in moisture conditions (∆𝜃) within the test
column. The positive sign indicates a net gain in total moisture. Abbreviations: NA, not
applicable.

Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

Tf (°C)

Average T ± SD (°C)

T1

0.5

23.56

24.02

24.09 ± 0.09

T2

1.5

24.18

24.94

25.02 ± 0.14

T3

2.5

24.67

25.65

25.79 ± 0.19

T4

3.5

25.23

26.48

26.56 ± 0.22

T5

4.5

25.71

27.13

27.24 ± 0.25

T6

5.5

26.68

27.98

28.06 ± 0.22

T7

6.5

27.63

28.71

28.84 ± 0.20

T8

7.5

27.80

28.82

28.82 ± 0.16

T9

8.5

28.62

29.46

29.60 ± 0.18

T10

9.5

30.89

31.25

31.39 ± 0.11

Room

NA

23.31

23.78

24.09 ± 0.09

Temp Enclosure

NA

25.02

25.16

25.17 ± 0.03

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

27.54 ± 0.18

Table K1.8d: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 8.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.
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K.1.9: Experiment 9 - Successful
The purpose of this experiment was to reproduce or improve the results from Exp. 08.

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

2 days, 1 hour, 24 mins

1.0

Fine Grained Sand

Table K1.9a: General conditions for Experiment 9.

Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

39

4.80

21

Outer

40

5

20

Table K1.9b: Experiment 9 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.

Location

Distance (cm)

𝜃i (g)

𝜃f (g)

∆𝜃 (g)

T1

0.5

0.43

0.52

0.09

T2

1.5

0.43

0.49

0.06

T3

2.5

0.43

0.49

0.06

T4

3.5

0.40

0.51

0.11

T5

4.5

0.42

0.47

0.05

T6

5.5

0.43

0.53

0.10

T7

6.5

0.43

0.42

-0.01

T8

7.5

0.45

0.38

-0.07

T9

8.5

0.45

0.33

-0.12

T10

9.5

0.44

0.22

-0.22

Full Column

NA

4.35

4.36

+0.01

Table K1.9c: Initial (𝜃i), final (𝜃f), and the change in moisture conditions (∆𝜃) within the test
column. The positive sign indicates a net gain in total moisture. Abbreviations: NA, not
applicable.
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ƚ

Average T ± SD
(°C)
23.71
± 0.14

Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

T1

0.5

22.87

Tf (°C)
23.68

T2

1.5

23.42

24.67

24.66 ± 0.21

T3

2.5

25.27

27.28

27.25 ± 0.33

T4

3.5

24.24

26.24

26.18 ± 0.32

T5

4.5

24.90

27.12

27.07 ± 0.36

T6

5.5

25.51

27.92

27.85 ± 0.39

T7

6.5

26.59

28.96

28.93 ± 0.39

T8

7.5

27.54

29.82

29.80 ± 0.37

T9

8.5

28.28

30.39

30.37 ± 0.35

T10

9.5

29.91

31.47

31.49 ± 0.37

Room

NA

24.58

23.68

24.35 ± 0.07

Temp Enclosure

NA

25.28

25.33

25.31 ± 0.02

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

27.73 ± 0.31

ƚ Final conditions are based data collected two hours before experiment was terminated. One hour before
disassembly, the temperature controller connected to warm THU became unplugged, ran warm (~35°C)
and was unable to maintain the desired 33°C.

Table K1.9d: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 9.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.

K1.10: Experiment 10 - Successful
This trial was designed as a follow-up to Exp. 08 and 09. The purpose was to observe if
the system continued to evolve towards equilibrium if the duration was doubled. One
THU was set to the warm configuration (33°C), the other to the cold setting (23°C).

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

4 days, 23 hours, 6 mins

1.0

Fine Grained Sand

Table K1.10a: General conditions for Experiment 10.
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Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

39

5.10

22

Outer

39

5

20

Table K1.10b: Experiment 10 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.

Location

Distance (cm)

𝜃i (g)

𝜃f (g)

∆𝜃 (g)

T1

0.5

0.46

0.64

0.18

T2

1.5

0.44

0.56

0.12

T3

2.5

0.45

0.62

0.17

T4

3.5

0.45

0.47

0.02

T5

4.5

0.46

0.43

-0.03

T6

5.5

0.45

0.45

0.00

T7

6.5

0.45

0.43

-0.02

T8

7.5

0.46

0.37

-0.09

T9

8.5

0.46

0.26

-0.20

T10

9.5

0.45

0.33

-0.12

Full
NA
4.53
4.56
+0.03
Column
Table K1.10c: Initial (𝜃i), final (𝜃f), and the change in moisture conditions (∆𝜃) within the test

column. The positive sign indicates a net gain in total moisture. Abbreviations: NA, not
applicable.
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Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

Tf (°C)

Average T ± SD (°C)

T1

0.5

23.59

23.72

23.82 ± 0.06

T2

1.5

24.03

24.46

24.59 ± 0.08

T3

2.5

24.68

25.25

25.40 ± 0.10

T4

3.5

25.20

25.90

26.07 ± 0.11

T5

4.5

25.92

26.71

26.91 ± 0.13

T6

5.5

26.54

27.35

27.58 ± 0.14

T7

6.5

27.33

28.09

28.33 ± 0.15

T8

7.5

28.33

28.98

29.23 ± 0.15

T9

8.5

29.21

29.70

29.98 ± 0.15

T10

9.5

24.40

30.73

30.98 ± 0.14

Room

NA

25.16

24.15

24.22 ± 0.07

Temp Enclosure

NA

24.52

25.24

25.23 ± 0.02

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

27.29 ± 0.02

Table K1.10d: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 10.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.

K1.11: Experiment 11 - Successful
This trial was designed as a continuation of Exp. 08-10 and the purpose was to observe
if the system continued to evolve towards equilibrium if the experiment ran till near
steady-state conditions were observed. One THU was set to the warm configuration
(33°C), the other to the cold setting (23°C).

Duration

Thermal Gradient (°C/cm)

Test Material

17 days, 17 hours, 54 mins

1.0

Fine Grained Sand

Table K1.11a: General conditions for Experiment 11.
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Column

Porosity (%)

𝜃I (%)

Saturation (%)

Test

39

4.80

20

Outer

40

5

20

Table K1.11b: Experiment 11 porosity, initial soil moisture (ql), and saturation data.

Location

Distance (cm)

𝜃i (g)

𝜃f (g)

∆𝜃 (g)

T1

0.5

0.41

0.69

0.28

T2

1.5

0.43

0.69

0.26

T3

2.5

0.42

0.55

0.13

T4

3.5

0.42

0.61

0.19

T5

4.5

0.43

0.61

0.18

T6

5.5

0.42

0.30

-0.12

T7

6.5

0.43

0.09

-0.34

T8

7.5

0.41

0.06

-0.35

T9

8.5

0.43

0.03

-0.40

T10

9.5

0.47

0.00

-0.47

Full Column

NA

4.27

3.62

-0.65

Table K1.11c: Initial (𝜃i), final (𝜃f), and the change in moisture conditions (∆𝜃) within the test
column. The positive sign indicates a net gain in total moisture. Abbreviations: NA, not
applicable.
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Location

Distance (cm)

Ti (°C)

Tf (°C)

Average T ± SD (°C)

T1

0.5

24.70

23.71

23.92 ± 0.32

T2

1.5

25.39

24.38

24.49 ± 0.36

T3

2.5

26.21

25.31

25.29 ± 0.43

T4

3.5

27.03

26.12

26.04 ± 0.46

T5

4.5

27.74

26.94

26.79 ± 0.47

T6

5.5

28.30

27.82

27.59 ± 0.47

T7

6.5

28.88

28.50

28.27 ± 0.47

T8

7.5

29.54

29.36

29.05 ± 0.42

T9

8.5

30.22

30.44

29.97 ± 0.34

T10

9.5

31.80

32.20

31.70 ± 0.25

Room

NA

22.94

23.66

23.90 ± 0.19

Temp Enclosure

NA

24.98

25.01

25.05 ± 0.04

Full Column

NA

NR

NR

27.31 ± 0.40

Table K1.11d: Initial (Ti), final (Tf) and average temperature (T) conditions for Experiment 11.
Average T for the full column was a calculated average. Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NR,
not recorded.

K2: Side Experiments

K2.1 Matric Potential Test
The first three experiments (see K1.1-3) failed to produce conclusive evidence of
coupled heat and moisture redistribution. The side experiment was performed to
analyze soil moisture redistribution under isothermal conditions. The medium grained
and fine grained sands were dry packed into identical columns, and wrapped in
alternating layers of silicone and electrical tape before placement inside the constant
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temperature enclosure for 5 days (Table K2.1a). The wetting fluid (e.g. water) was
introduced to one end (ring 1) so that the capillary pressure would draw the wetting front
across the column (Figure K2 - 1). The water bath was set to 25.4°C to regulate the
temperature inside the enclosure at ~25.0°C. Capillary-driven moisture redistribution
was more evident in the fine-grained sand, which prompted us to use the fine-grained
sand from Exp. 04 to 11.

Parameter

Medium Grained
Sand

Fine Grained Play
Sand

Ms (g)

71.43

63.31

Mw (g)

3.57

3.16

39%

44%

1.60

1.42

Porosity
3

Bulk Density (g/cm )

Table K2.1a: Parameters for the matric potential experiment. The columns were packed to an
initial moisture content of 5%. Abbreviations: Ms, mass of soil; Mw, mass of water.
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1.2

Moisture Content (g)

1
0.8
Play Sand

0.6

Medium Grained Sand

0.4
0.2
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Ring #

Figure K2 - 1: Moisture content profiles from the matric potential test.

K2.2: Membrane Permeability Test

A side experiment was conducted after Exp. 02 to test the vapor permeability of the
tape (membrane) used to seal the test column. Three PVC caps (1.5 cm inner diameter
x 2 cm tall, with 0.3 cm thick walls) were filled with roughly equal amounts of sand, wet
to θi =12%, and the wrapped in either electrical, silicone, or electrical and silicone tapes
(Table K2.2a). The sealed caps were the placed inside the temperature enclosure for 48
hours at 25.4˚C to monitor evaporative loss. In terms of percentage of moisture lost, the
surface area on the caps is orders of magnitude larger than the space between sample
rings. Prior to this test, experiments were sealed using single layers of electrical and
silicone tape. Results suggested better insulation was needed, therefore in future
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experiments (08-11), the test column was wrapped with dual layers of electrical tape
because it provides the best seal against moisture loss.

Type of Tape

Cap (g)

Ms (g)

Mw (g)

Evaporated q (g)

q lost (%)

Electrical

9.09

4.03

0.4

0.05

12.5

Silicone

9.15

4.03

0.4

0.10

25.0

Both (Electrical & Silicone)

9.16

4.02

0.4

0.05

12.5

Table K2.2a: Data from the membrane permeability test. Results indicate that the electrical tape
provides the best seal against moisture loss. Abbreviations: Ms, mass of soil; Mw, mass of water;
g, grams. Symbol: q, moisture content.
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• Field Methods in Water Quality, October 2017
• Discrete Groundwater Data Systems, August 2017
• AQUARIUS: Groundwater Time Series Data Processing, June 2017
• Introduction to Water Quality Sampling, January 2016
• Surface-Water Procedures and Policies, June 2016
Leadership & Volunteer Experience
Nevada Water Resource Association – Southern Nevada Student Representative for
the NWRA Board of Directors
May 2015 - May 2016
Discussed student related topics with the board and assisted with increasing student
involvement within the organization.
Nevada Water Resource Association
Coordinator of “Take a Student to Work Day” event
January 2016 - April 2016
Planned a statewide event where undergraduate and graduate students interested in
careers in the water industry were paired with NWRA professionals and shadowed them
for a typical “day at work.” The event’s purpose was to increase the organization’s
outreach to students by assisting students establish professional connections while
providing insight into their respective fields of interest.
GeoSymposium, Department of Geosciences, UNLV
January 2016 - April 2016
Worked alongside geoscience colleagues to plan the annual student-run research
conference. Organized a hydrologic and geologic field trip across southern Nevada in
collaboration with professionals from the U.S. Geological Survey.
Refresh Riverside, Department of Earth Sciences, UCR
September 2012 - November 2012
Assisted in the overall layout of the annual outreach program designed to familiarize
local community members about the science of climate change and the importance of
sustainability. Designed and implemented ‘Rising Sea Level’ and ‘Melting Ice’ booths,
along with informal posters, hands-on experiments for kids, and answered questions
from the public.
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Software
Proficient in:
• MS Office Suite
• GoogleEarth
• Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop
• AqQA Geochemical Software by Rockware
• HYDRUS-1D
• ArcGIS
Field Equipment
• YSI 6600 V2 Sonde
• Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter
• Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
• Steel and electronic groundwater tapes
• Campbell Scientific Dataloggers – CR23X, CR10X
Certifications / Training
• 40-hr OSHA HAZWOPER Certification, April 2016
Professional Memberships
• Nevada Water Resource Association
• American Water Works Association
• Geological Society of America
• Geologic Society of Southern Nevada
Grants
Graduate Professional Student Organization, UNLV
Grant money was used to help fund thesis research.
Awards
Dean’s Honors List, UCR
George Lapin’s Scholarship, UCR

April 2014

March 2012 - June 2012
June 2012
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